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1. Introduction



I created this page to document that directed energy weapon attacks on people are very real.

Weapons have been developed that are invisible, silent and often go through-wall. This page is

mostly about the physical damage caused by these weapons. There is another category of

weapons based on electromagnetic waves also used today that is even more terrifying and can

attack our brain, or more specicificaly, our thoughts. I will create a separate document for this.

If you want to read more about this:

Human Brain Project

Dr. James Giordano: The Brain is the Battlefield of the Future (video)

Please listen at least the beginning of this video.

And if you understand and dare to hear more truth skip to minute 37.

Dr. James Giordano: Battlescape Brain: Military and Intelligence Use of Neurocognitive

Science (video)

This is a 2020 follow up.

During the Cold War, the USA discovered that its embassy in Moscow was microwaved. This

triggered a weapons race in deniable invisible weapons based on electromagnetic waves. The

year was 1975. These weapons can attack the body and the brain. Some keywords: Directed

Energy Weapons (DEW), Neuro weapons, Microwave weapons, Microwave hearing, Sonic

weapons, Psychotronic weapons, Non-lethal weapons, Brain zapping.

It appeared that the human body and brain are extremely vulnerable to electromagnetic

energy. For example, the human body can be heated and cooked with a microwave weapon. The

heart can be stopped and you can be forced to vomit, urinate or defecate. The human brain

(neurons) can be influenced by forcing voices (also known as microwave hearing), thoughts and

emotions. Many ways have been discovered to attack a human being with these weapons.

After incidental reports, the USA sounded the alarm in 2016 when their diplomats and security

personnel got attacked in China, Cuba and Australia. They called this the Havana Syndrome.

The Havana Syndrome suggests an illness, but after some time experts could only conclude that

these were attacks with electromagnetic weapons. A number of Canadian diplomats who were

also attacked in Cuba sued their government for $28 Million, and, in contrast to their USA

victims released much more details about these attacks. In this document I summarize these

events and new events.

Weapons based on invisible (electromagnetic) radiowaves are the perfect weapons for

individual control and group control. Attacks can easily be denied, and attacks can mimic known

physical and mental symptoms. And once you have them, why not use them for personal gain?

These weapons are being developed and tested and used on real people. But governments

keep silent. This is one of the best kept secrets in the world.

The government agencies using these weapons are trapped by their own crimes. They have

always done research on people, done horrible things to people, but no one knew because

https://www.humanbrainproject.eu/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N02SK9yd60s
https://youtu.be/2Zp8nHYegqI


there was no internet. They just got away with it. With the internet, for the first time in history,

survivors could put their stories online for everyone to read.

Havana Syndrome is not a disease but a name for symptoms of attacks with Directed

Energy Weapons. These weapons are not new but have been around for many decades.

With the Havana Syndrome reaching the general public there is an opportunity for the

US government to offically acknowledge that these Electromagnetic weapons exist

AND are being used for over 2-3 decades. This would create a legal mess at least. But

it also paves the way for a worldwide ban on EM weapons similar to the ban on Nuclear

weapons.

If you still wonder why EM weapons must be banned like Nuclear weapons then let me

give you some reasons:

On 21 July 2009 NATO chief De Hoop Scheffer suffered a heart attack. He was in

Belgium on the Belgian National Day. He had heart surgery. On 26 July 2009 Sarkozy,

President of France, fell down while running. We were told his heart went out of

sync for a short period of time, nothing to worry.

How do we know if there were medical conditions that caused these heart problems

or if EM weapons were involved?

During a horse race, the favorite horse suddenly starts galloping. Through the

betting shops, you can win a lot of money.

How do we know if the horse was exhausted or if EM weapons were involved?

These weapons are not that difficult to build. No doubt, there are now criminal

groups (not affiliated with government organizations) that use these weapons to

make easy money and/or to 'take out' people (by contract or otherwise). And their

number will only increase.

Many civilians have been and still are tortured, or are subjected to testing, with

Directed Energy Weapons. This is called 'mind control experimentation', see also MK-

ULTRA. The survivors put their stories on the internet and call themselves Targeted

Individuals. Many people suffer and many people die. This has been going on for

decades and goes on today. These crimes are among the worst in history and are a

disgrace to humanity.

2. What we know so far



In this section I summarize what we know based on the information in recent main stream

media articles mentioned on this page.

List of events

Microwave weapons are with us since the 1960's.

In 1961, the American neuroscientist Allan H. Frey was the first to publish information on

the nature of the microwave auditory effect, also known as the microwave hearing effect

or the Frey effect. The effect consists of the human perception of audible clicks, or even

speech, induced by pulsed or modulated radio frequencies. Researchers reported that they

were able to recognize nine out of ten words transmitted by "voice modulated

microwaves".

Between the 1950s and 1970s, the U.S. Embassy in Moscow was beamed with microwaves,

prompting health concerns and the United State’s then-classified exploration of such

weaponry.

Mark S. Zaid, a lawyer representing some of the Havana Syndrome victims, has a CIA

briefing slide appearing to date from the 1960s or 1970s which shows a building being hit

by microwaves from a nextdoor structure. Zaid said the slide was among the personal

effects left by a deceased agency officer.

In 1977, during the MKULTRA hearings, Dr. Geschickter testified there was a CIA project

involving microwaves (p.90) : 'The other, which was funded through this later business was

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Microwave_auditory_effect
https://www.nytimes.com/1976/07/08/archives/soviet-dims-beam-at-us-embassy-but-kissinger-aide-wants-the.html
https://www.theguardian.com/science/2021/jun/02/microwave-weapons-havana-syndrome-experts
https://www.theguardian.com/science/2021/jun/02/microwave-weapons-havana-syndrome-experts
http://development.havanasyndrome.nl/static/media/human_drug_testing_by_the_cia_1977_hearings_before_us_senate.pdf
http://development.havanasyndrome.nl/static/media/human_drug_testing_by_the_cia_1977_hearings_before_us_senate.pdf


the use of radar to put monkeys to sleep , to see if they could be, should I say, instead of

Mickey Finn, they could put them under with radar directed toward the· monkey brain.'

Senator Schweiker: 'Could they?' Dr. Geschickter: 'Did they go to sleep?' Senator Schweiker.

'Yes.' Dr. Geschickter: 'Yes, sir. But, Senator, it showed if you got into too deep a sleep, you

injured the heat center of the brain the-way you cook meat, and there was a borderline

there that made it dangerous.'

In 1985, CNN published a special report on Electromagnetic Mind Control Weapons (2

videos):

In 1997, U.S News and World Report published an article 'Wonder Weapons' that reveals

that the U.S. had research projects

to incapacitate people without inflicting lethal injuries,

to affect human behavior,

to blind enemy soldiers,

to stun them, nauseate them,

or even “liquefy their bowels and reduce them to quivering diarrheic messes,”

to incapacitate the central nervous system remotely,

to make internal organs resonate (the effects can run from discomfort to damage or

death),

to induce epilepticlike seizures,

https://youtu.be/lgJ6SpHZir8
https://youtu.be/boZIofptQiw
https://targetedindividualscanada.com/2012/03/08/wonder-weapons-by-douglas-pasternak


to heat the body to bring on discomfort, fevers, or even death,

to alter sleep patterns,

using lasers, acoustics and microwaves.

In 2006, Donald Friedman received, through a FOIA request, the document 'Bioeffects Of

Selected Non-Lethal Weapons' from the Department of the Army. This document describes

in detail the effects on the human body when applying laser light, radio frequency directed

energy, and bio sound effects:

Radio frequency directed energy to create:

microwave heating,

microwave hearing,

disruption of neural control including a sudden loss of consciousness and intense muscle

spasms,

Acoustic energy to create:

severe pressure sensations,

involuntary motion of the eyes,

nausea and seeing his surroundings turning around him.

Laser light to create:

dazzling or induced glare,

flashblinding or loss of night adaptation,

permanent or semipermanent blinding.

In 2006, NATO published the report The Human Effects of Non-Lethal Technologies.

In 2008, the U.S. military demonstrated the Active Denial System (ADS), also called the heat

ray or ray gun, a Directed Energy Weapon, that works by heating the skin of targeted

https://www.stopeg.com/doc/bioeffects_of_selected_non-lethal_weapons.pdf
https://www.stopeg.com/doc/bioeffects_of_selected_non-lethal_weapons.pdf
https://www.sto.nato.int/publications/STO%20Technical%20Reports/RTO-TR-HFM-073/$$TR-HFM-073-ALL.pdf
https://jnlwp.defense.gov/About/Frequently-Asked-Questions/Active-Denial-System-FAQs
https://youtu.be/J1w4g2vr7B4
https://jnlwp.defense.gov/About/Frequently-Asked-Questions/Active-Denial-System-FAQs
https://youtu.be/J1w4g2vr7B4


human beings using millimeter waves (95 GHz). An overdose can result in second-degree

burns.

In 2014, the NSA more or less confirms that agents already were attacked with microwave

weapons in the 1990's:

'The National Security Agency confirms that there is intelligence information from 2012

associating the hostile country to which Mr. Beck traveled in the late 1990s with a high-

powered microwave system weapon that may have the ability to weaken, intimidate, or kill

an enemy over time and without leaving evidence.

The 2012 intelligence information indicated that this weapon is designed to bathe a

target’s living quarters in microWaves, causing numerous physical effects, including a

damaged nervous system. The National Security Agency has no evidence that such a

weapon, if it existed and if it was associated with the hostile country in the late 1990s, was

or was not used against Mr. Beck.'

In 2015, Major General Jerry Harris, vice commander of Air Combat Command, said the Air

Force had developed a high-power microwave weapon that could disperse crowds without

killing people by rapidly raising body temperature, and the system could be put to use

immediately on drones or other aircraft.

In 2016, December, Patient Zero, a CIA officer operating under diplomatic cover, visited the

Embassy health office telling he had experienced strange sensations of sound and

pressure while in his home, followed by painful headaches and dizziness.

In 2016, U.S. government employees working at the U.S. Embassy in Havana, Cuba,

suddenly started suffering from dizziness, fatigue, headaches, loss of hearing, memory

and balance. Their children suddenly fainted and had massive nose bleeds. The

https://int.nyt.com/data/documenthelper/202-nsastatement/665ff9158ffa09ed1e91/optimized/full.pdf#page=1
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-military-arms-idUSKCN0Q22HH20150728
https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2018/11/19/the-mystery-of-the-havana-syndrome
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Havana_syndrome
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Havana_syndrome


Canadian embassy staff in Havana, Cuba, including their children, experienced the

same symptoms. They were relocated to the U.S. and Canada and investigations were

started.

In 2017, a CIA doctor investigating the mysterious Havana syndrome says he got symptoms

of the illness himself and is five years later, still struggling with debilitating symptoms.

In 2018, The New York Times published an article Microwave Weapons Are Prime Suspect

in Ills of U.S. Embassy Workers that summarizes events, history, statements from doctors,

research teams, and experts.

In 2019, a number of Canadian diplomats sue their government for $28M over health

ailments during Cuba postings. Havana Canada diplomats were also transfered back to

Canada for assessment after experiencing attacks consistent with the Havana syndrome.

Experts agreed that US and Canada embassy staff in Cuba were attacked with (pulsed)

microwaves, James C. Lin, 2017, Beatrice Alexandra Golomb, 2018, National Academies of

Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine, 2020.

In 2021, Dr. James Giordano said the culprit could be some form of ultrasonic or acoustic

device; a rapidly-pulsed microwave; or a laser-based system.

Drugs alone: Unlikely

Ultrasonics: Very Possible/Probable

Electromagnetics: Wholly Possible/Highly Probable

Combinatory: Possible with (+) explanatory value

https://www.businessinsider.com/havana-syndrome-cia-doctor-probing-illness-got-symptoms-cnn-2022-9?international=true&r=US&IR=T
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/09/01/science/sonic-attack-cuba-microwave.html
https://www.cbc.ca/news/politics/diplomats-sue-ottawa-cuba-embassy-sickness-1.5008794
https://ottawacitizen.com/news/local-news/another-canadian-diplomat-reports-havana-syndrome-attack-lawyer-says
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/ielx7/7873543/8267362/08267384.pdf
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/30183509
https://nap.nationalacademies.org/catalog/25889/an-assessment-of-illness-in-us-government-employees-and-their-families-at-overseas-embassies
https://youtu.be/jdEyHn0oGWY


The main stream media increasingly report that the weapons used are Directed Energy

Weapons.

U.S. diplomats and security personnel were also attacked in many other places including

China, Paris and Vienna, Berlin, Australia, London, India, Moscow, Bogota. A number were

also attacked in the United States itself, even on the grounds of the White House in

Washington.

In 2021, 21 January, '... And so effectively there is no way to protect either soldiers or

diplomats from this type of weapons unless they are completely encased in metal'.

Professor Dr. Edl Schamiloglu of the University of New Mexico: Right. The following patent

was mentioned: ELECTROMAGNETIC PERSONNEL INTERDICTION CONTROL METHOD AND

SYSTEM.

In 2021, May, US officials confirmed 130 incidents of Havana Syndrome brain injury.

In 2021, 8 October, President Biden signs legislation, known as the HAVANA Act, to support

and compensate victims of the Havana Syndrome.

In 2021, 7 December, the Washington Examiner reported that in 2007 former President

George W. Bush, former first lady Laura Bush, and staff members, experienced symptoms

consistent with the Havana Syndrome symptoms while in Germany for that year's G-8

summit.

In 2021, 28 December, President Biden signs off off on $30 million in funding for victims of

the Havana Syndrome, officials believe is caused by directed-energy attacks.

In 2022, 21 January, Mark S. Zaid, a Washington DC based attorny who represents several

of those affected: 'It started long before Havana,' Zaid said. 'It was just those incidents that

brought it to light.'

In 2022, 2 February, the US intelligence community released a report that concludes

that the Havana Syndrome symptoms probably are caused by ultrasound and pulsed

microwave energy. The report also mentions that microwaves propagate through

building materials and that psychosocial factors - which include work demands, stress

and depression - cannot alone account for the core symptoms.

https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/global-opinions/a-diplomats-mysterious-illness-could-put-us-chinese-relations-on-a-rocky-path/2018/06/06/47e885a0-6997-11e8-bf8c-f9ed2e672adf_story.html
https://www.reuters.com/world/us/blinken-says-us-working-havana-syndrome-after-diplomats-illnesses-paris-geneva-2022-01-13
https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-officials-in-germany-hit-by-havana-syndrome-11629279001
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2020-10-21/cia-agents-believed-attacked-with-microwave-ray-in-australia/12800086
https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2021/05/31/are-us-officials-under-silent-attack
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/all/cia-director-s-team-member-reported-havana-syndrome-symptoms-during-n1279682
https://www.gq.com/story/cia-investigation-and-russian-microwave-attacks
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-58893344
https://youtu.be/1meGH0Dts9M
https://youtu.be/t3y9obur-H0?t=3213
https://patentimages.storage.googleapis.com/c9/ab/51/1e8065605e339d/US7841989.pdf
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2021/may/13/havana-syndrome-brain-injury-130-incidents
https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/statements-releases/2021/10/08/statement-of-president-joe-biden-on-signing-havana-act-into-law
https://www.congress.gov/bill/117th-congress/senate-bill/1828
https://edition.cnn.com/2021/10/08/politics/havana-act-signed/index.html
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/opinion/was-george-w-bush-a-2007-victim-of-russia-induced-havana-syndrome
https://www.businessinsider.com/biden-defense-spending-includes-30m-havana-syndrome-victim-funding-2021-12?international=true&r=US&IR=T
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OZ9900lRvvY
https://www.dni.gov/files/ODNI/documents/assessments/2022_02_01_AHI_Executive_Summary_FINAL_Redacted.pdf


In 2022, 20 February, 60 Minutes published a report that the ones operating these

weapons not only attack adults but their children as well.

In 2022, March, John Bolton, National Security Advisor to President Donald Trump from

April 2018 to September 2019: It was an attack I don't think there's any other hypothesis

when you begin to look at the number and the pattern that we've experienced.

https://www.nbcnews.com/now/video/panel-of-experts-concludes-microwave-energy-is-most-likely-causing-havana-syndrome-132313157820
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/havana-syndrome-children-60-minutes-2022-02-20


In 2022, March, James Benford, a physicist and leading authority on microwaves, says the

most plausible explanation is that it is a high power microwave weapon. . 'There are many

kinds and they can go anywhere in size from a suitcase all the way up to a large fracture

trailer unit. Microwaves go through glass, they go through brick, they go through

practically everything. The technology has been studied for more than fifty years. It has

been developed widely in perhaps a dozen countries. Primary countries are the United

States, Russia and China.'

In 2022, June, the State Department is preparing to compensate victims of the Havana

Syndrome, according to a Rule by the State Department called the Implementation of

HAVANA Act of 2021.

In 2022, August, the C.I.A. begins compensating victims of the Havana Syndrome.

In 2022, August, Mark S. Zaid reveals that FBI personnel have been reporting symptoms of

the mysterious syndrome that first afflicted overseas diplomats and spies... inside the US.

Members of the FBI say they've been injured in DC and Florida, especially in the bureau's

Miami field office.. 'There have been double digits of members of the FBI who have been

injured on multiple locations inside the United States.'

In 2022, 16 September, Mark S. Zaid says he knows what it is: 'This is gross evidence of a

coverup by the US government. I have had access to classified information. And there is a

lot of information that has not been publically revealed. And if you knew what it is, you

would be very upset. I know that for a fact. Can't say what it is unfortunately. So it really

sucks. I'm saying something I can't back it up.'

Listen to the audio fragment (mp3).

https://youtu.be/1meGH0Dts9M?t=560
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1meGH0Dts9M&t=1280s
https://apnews.com/article/health-cuba-havana-congress-e0186a3be21ff83e7985f7d0fd5423ed
https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2022/06/30/2022-13887/implementation-of-havana-act-of-2021
https://www.nytimes.com/2022/08/24/us/politics/havana-syndrome-compensation.html
https://twitter.com/MarkSZaidEsq/status/1563157852235403264
https://art19.com/shows/conspiracyland/episodes/4c1612d8-8fff-45d7-ae70-8f70ea37426d
http://development.havanasyndrome.nl/static/media/yahoo_conspiracyland_mark_zaid_20220916.mp3


In 2022, 20 November, an article 'CIA experiments or electromagnetic attacks from Russia?'

appeared on MSN.com, that summarizes the Havana Syndrome. This article also mentions

there are thousands of U.S. citizens who call themselves “targeted individuals” who’ve

reported similar experiences, but they’ve been derided as paranoid and delusional. .

In 2023, 20 February, Nicky Woolf asks James Giordano the following question: 'Is there a

type of microwave weapon out there that can cause this specfic symptom profile that the

victims in Havana experienced? That means something capable of not just causing the

headaches, nausea, hearing and vision impairments, cognitive problems, even brain

damage and all that - but also do it in this precisely targeted way?' James Giordano: 'Yes'.

In 2023, 1 March, the US Intelligence Community released the report 'Updated

Assessment of Anomalous Health Incidents', and investigative efforts. The main

finding is that, with high probability, the Havana Syndrome is not caused by a foreign

adversary. And that there there is no credible evidence that a foreign adversary has a

weapon that can cause these effects. (Pay attention to the wording).

The report does not specify which agencies took part.

Also from this report: 'Two agencies judge that deliberate causal mechanisms are unlikely

to have caused AHIs and have low confidence because they judge that radiofrequency

(RF) energy is a plausible cause for AHIs, based in part on the findings of the IC Expert

Panel and the results of research by some US laboratories. All agencies acknowledge

the value of additional research on potential adversary capabilities in the RF field, in part

because there continues to be a scientific debate on whether this could result in a weapon

that could produce the symptoms seen in some of the reported AHI cases.'

Avril Haines, Director of National Intelligence: “Needless to say, these findings do not call

into question the very real experiences and symptoms that our colleagues and their family

members have reported”.

Karine Jean-Pierre, White House Press Secretary: "The work is ongoing".

Some reactions to the US Intelligence Community report:

On 1 March 2023, Mark S. Zaid, who's firm represents more than two dozen federal AHI

victims from within the Intelligence, Military, Law Enforcement and Diplomatic

communities who experienced incidents domestically and overseas....: ... The latest U.S.

intelligence assessment lacks transparency and we continue to question the accuracy of

the alleged findings.....

On 1 March 2023, NBC News: 'They (US Intelligence Community) really don't have good

answers, except that they tell us what did not happen.'.

On 2 March 2023, Senator Marco Rubio: "As I have said before, something happened here

and just because you don't have the answers, doesn't mean that it didn't happen. I will

not accept that all these reported cases were just coincidences and I will continue to

work on this issue until we receive real explanations..

https://www.msn.com/en-ph/news/other/cia-experiments-or-electromagnetic-attacks-from-russia-the-mystery-of-havana-syndrome/ss-AA14di3v
https://soundistheweapon.com/episodes/the-great-british-nuke-off
https://www.dni.gov/files/ODNI/documents/assessments/Updated_Assessment_of_Anomalous_Health_Incidents.pdf
https://www.dni.gov/files/ODNI/documents/assessments/IC_Targeting_and_Collection_Efforts_Point_Away_From_Adversary_Involvement_in_Anomalous_Health_Incidents.pdf
https://www.washingtonpost.com/national-security/2023/03/01/havana-syndrome-intelligence-report-weapon
https://youtu.be/EAd1S-caty4?t=112
https://twitter.com/MarkSZaidEsq/status/1630989778047959053
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/us-intel-review-finds-no-evidence-linking-foreign-adversary-havana-syn-rcna72939
https://twitter.com/SenMarcoRubio/status/1631273237320482816


On 2 March 2023, Dr. James Giordano: ... the report blatantly disregards the accumulated

scientific and forensic analysis and evidence of possible, if not probable, cause,

specifically specifically for those individuals who are working in Havana ....

On 10 March 2023, a detailed reaction of Giordano was published: VIEWPOINT: Intel

Community’s Havana Syndrome Report and its Flawed Assumptions.

On 2 March 2023, Havana Syndrome Patient Zero (Adam): ... To say that a foreign

adversary doesn't have the same sort of technology or equipment is just laughable ....

On 7 March 2023, Miles Taylor, former chief of staff of the Trump administration

Department of Homeland Security: There is still an unsolved mystery here and it can't be

explained as just sort of mass delusion because again, we have physical evidence ....

On 10 March 2023, Marc Polymeropolous: I don't put a lot of credit in this report. ... I feel

betrayed. There seems also to be a difference between what was briefed at the DNI and

actually what’s in the content of the, the actual assessment. ... Whereas what I’ve been

told is that DOD is not on board with this. .

In 2023, 13 March, Ken Jones, a former FBI officer, told he was attacked in 2011 in a former

Soviet country, with symptoms consistent with the Havana Syndrome.

In 2023, 22 March, Mark Lenzi, a State Department security officer who worked in the U.S.

Consulate in Guangzhou, China, reached a settlement with the US State Department over

allegations that the government discriminated against him because of his new-found

disability.

In 2023, 29 March, the law firm of Mark S. Zaid obtained through FOIA litigation a

declassified copy of the Intelligence Community's Expert Panel Report on Anomalous

Health Incidents. The report suggests "Havana syndrome" could result from an energy

weapon.

Mark S. Zaid: No way this can be reconciled w/recent IC Assessment conclusions. AHIs are

real & caused by human actors.

What we also know

The Havana Act is discriminatory: It excludes domestic cases and it excludes civilians.

Interviews with affected U.S. government employees, show that there are also a lot of

domestic cases. Also FBI agents (Miami area) reported they are being targeted. And

civilians have been reporting attacks with Directed Energy Weapons for over three

decades.

The Havana Syndrome is NOT caused by an unknown weapon:

1. Experts, including the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine

and the US intelligence community Experts Panel concluded that the (most likely)

https://biodefenseresearch.org/havana-syndrome-bouncing-the-reality-check
https://www.nationaldefensemagazine.org/articles/2023/3/10/intel-communitys-havana-syndrome-report-and-its-flawed-assumptions
https://www.foxnews.com/video/6321572274112
https://twitter.com/MilesTaylorUSA/status/1632936357902565376
https://www.americateve.com/cuba/exclusiva-ex-alto-oficial-la-cia-rusia-y-cuba-estan-detras-del-sindrome-la-habana-n5338657
https://soundistheweapon.com/episodes/hammers-and-nails
https://soundistheweapon.com/episodes/hammers-and-nails
https://news.bloomberglaw.com/litigation/state-dept-employee-settle-havana-syndrome-disability-suit
https://media.salon.com/pdf/22-cv-674%20Final%20Response%20Package.pdf
https://www.salon.com/2023/03/29/exclusive-declassified-report-suggests-havana-syndrome-could-result-from-energy-weapon
https://twitter.com/MarkSZaidEsq/status/1641247842772697088
https://nap.nationalacademies.org/catalog/25889/an-assessment-of-illness-in-us-government-employees-and-their-families-at-overseas-embassies
https://www.dni.gov/files/ODNI/documents/assessments/2022_02_01_AHI_Executive_Summary_FINAL_Redacted.pdf
https://nap.nationalacademies.org/catalog/25889/an-assessment-of-illness-in-us-government-employees-and-their-families-at-overseas-embassies
https://www.dni.gov/files/ODNI/documents/assessments/2022_02_01_AHI_Executive_Summary_FINAL_Redacted.pdf


cause is 'pulsed Radio Frequency energy,' in other words a Directed Energy

Weapon.

2. The device can be portable, and even fit in a suitcase (James Benford).

3. The device can have moderate power requirements (Experts panel).

4. Experts, including the US intelligence community, and James Benford,

acknowledge that microwaves propagate through building materials.

5. Many people know what it is but cannot say it because this is classified

information. Listen to Mark S. Zaid, lawyer, representing several Havana

Syndrome diplomats: 'I have had access to classified information. And there is a

lot of information that has not been publically revealed. And if you knew what it

is, you would be very upset. I know that for a fact. Can't say what it is

unfortunately. So it really sucks. I'm saying something I can't back it up.' Audio

fragment (mp3) (from the Yahoo Conspiracyland podcast ).

6. Question by Nicky Woolf to Dr. James Giordano: 'Is there a type of microwave

weapon out there that can cause this specfic symptom profile that the victims in

Havana experienced? That means something capable of not just causing the

headaches, nausea, hearing and vision impairments, cognitive problems, even

brain damage and all that - but also do it in this precisely targeted way?' Answer:

'Yes'.

7. Very short pulsed, delivery of this microwave energy, is used for example by

militaries for RADAR (David A. Relman).

8. (Through-wall) RADAR uses (pulsed) low duty-cycle, (very) high power

microwaves.

How does it feel when you are attacked and there is no wound:

Tina Onufer was attacked in March 2017, while serving as a foreign service officer in

Cuba: There is nothing in the world that is worse than being a victim that everybody

doubts.

Former CIA officer Marc Polymeropoulos, who was attacked in Moscow 2017, wished

he had been shot with a gun, because then there was a wound, and nobody would

dispute that.

The Havana Syndrome is only part of the crimes, atrocities, that are committed against

civilians with Directed Energy Weapons: Mind rape, (gruesome) torture, and non-

consensual human experimentation like MK-ULTRA. For many civilians, the attacks are

not a few times, but 24/7 for decades. The attacks start and never stop. A number of

them claim that their children also are attacked.

These crimes are among the worst in history and are a disgrace to humanity.

Victims ask the police and their government for help. But so far they are not getting

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1meGH0Dts9M&t=1280s
https://www.dni.gov/files/ODNI/documents/assessments/2022_02_01_AHI_Executive_Summary_FINAL_Redacted.pdf
https://www.dni.gov/files/ODNI/documents/assessments/2022_02_01_AHI_Executive_Summary_FINAL_Redacted.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1meGH0Dts9M&t=1280s
http://development.havanasyndrome.nl/static/media/yahoo_conspiracyland_mark_zaid_20220916.mp3
https://art19.com/shows/conspiracyland/episodes/4c1612d8-8fff-45d7-ae70-8f70ea37426d
https://soundistheweapon.com/episodes/the-great-british-nuke-off
https://www.foxnews.com/video/6252124685001
https://youtu.be/N_qv5w8qM3Q
https://www.americateve.com/cuba/exclusiva-ex-alto-oficial-la-cia-rusia-y-cuba-estan-detras-del-sindrome-la-habana-n5338657
https://www.americateve.com/cuba/exclusiva-ex-alto-oficial-la-cia-rusia-y-cuba-estan-detras-del-sindrome-la-habana-n5338657


any help and the media is covering up their stories, or saying that these people are

suffering from delusions or are mentally ill.

Symptoms described by Havana Syndrome victims

US diplomats and security officers speaking in the 60 Minutes CBS News investigative

report.

'Havana Syndrome' stumps investigators as U.S. officials report injuries on White House

grounds (60 Minutes)

CBS News, 21 February 2022

Olivia Troy was homeland security and counter-terrorism advisor to Vice President Mike

Pence: 'It was like this piercing feeling on the side of my head ... it was on the right side

of my head and I got like vertigo ... I felt unsteady, I was nauseous, I was somewhat

disoriented'. The piercing feeling continued. This was followed by a paralyzing panic

attack, which she never had. About a year it happenend again a couple of times. 'It was a

similar sensation but this time is was very much the feeling of vertigo and dizziness and I

felt couldn't really walk. ... that I was just gonna fall right into the ground.'

Another victim told Bolton he had disorientation and ringing in the ears and the inability

to function. and that he couldn't speak or think clearly.

Miles Taylor was deputy chief of staff and later chief of staff of the Trump

administration Department of Homeland Security: He was hit with the same symptoms

described by Olivia Troye. Five weeks later it happend again. The next day he was feeling

off balance, out of it, the sort of concussion like symptoms you have from getting

knocked very hard.

Robyn Garfield, is a commerce department official: He, his wife and two children were

repeatedly hit in China. His daughter was literally falling down multiple times a day. His

https://youtu.be/1meGH0Dts9M


family was hit again during their year of treatment in Philadelphia.

US diplomats and security officers were not allowed to talk about their experiences. On

October 2021 an exception was made for three / four diplomats who had been working in

Havana. From the NBC News website:

'Seized by some invisible hand': What it feels like to have Havana Syndrome

NBC News, 13 October 2021

'I felt like I was being struck with something,' she said. 'Pain that I have never felt before in

my life ... mostly in my head and in my eyes.... It was as if I had been seized by some invisible

hand and I couldn't move.'

Onufer and two of her former colleagues in Havana, a married couple named Kate Husband

and Doug Ferguson, spoke to NBC News about their experiences after getting permission

from the State Department. They want the world to know that what happened to them in

Havana caused real suffering and documentable injuries, and that those who insist this

must be a case of mass psychosis are wrong.

https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/national-security/seized-some-invisible-hand-what-it-feels-have-havana-syndrome-n1281326


Legal, financial fights mount as 'Havana Syndrome' goes unsolved

NBC News, 22 December 2021

From the video on this page: Fighting an Invisible Enemy: The voices of Havana Syndrome.

[07:25] There is nothing in the world that is worse than being a victim that everybody

doubts.

[09:40] The Havana Syndrome individuals had brain injuries that were very similar to a

concussion.

[10:10] This is not psychosomatic.

[14:00] We looked at four possible mechanisms but came up with one we thought most

possible and that was pulsed microwave energy.

[14:20] The National Academy of Sciences report was really helpful and saying yes it is

our belief that these are directed energy attacks.

Marc Polymeropoulos had a 26-year career with the CIA, when he was attacked in a hotel

room in Moscow in December 2017.

https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/national-security/legal-financial-fights-mount-havana-syndrome-goes-unsolved-n1286399


Former CIA officer speaks out about "Havana Syndrome"

CBS News, 14 June 2021

'I woke up in the middle of the night and I had this incredible case of vertigo almost as if I

was in some sort of carnaval ride ... this was the most terrifying experience of my life, I had

no control. I have had a headache for three years.'

Karen Coates ( Karen Coats) — who served as a human resources officer at the Havana

embassy — told "Conspiracyland" that she was walking down a hallway in Havana

when she was bowled over by loud, piercing sounds that resembled cicada chirping. "It

was like a teapot on steroids," Coates said. "It, literally, it was so incapacitating that I

ducked down with my head, my hands over my ears. … All of a sudden I had this

massive pressure in my face, where it felt like my face was literally gonna blow out."

That night, Coates said, she became "very discombobulated" and "started having

headaches. I couldn't walk." She was ultimately medevaced off the island and has

spent years being evaluated and treated by government doctors — with no clear

diagnosis — while suffering a significant cognitive decline. "I was a highly functioning

individual," she said. "Now, like, I really have a hard time trying to talk and think."

Top U.S. officials cast fresh doubt on sensational 'Havana syndrome' claims

Yahoo News, 14 September 2022

Len Ber is medical doctor, a civilian, not related to the government, living near

Chicago. His attacks started in 2019 and never stopped. He was diagnosed with the

Havana Syndrome by Dr. Michael Hoffer, the same doctor that diagnosed many U.S.

diplomats. So far, he is ignored by the mainstream media and government

organizations.

https://youtu.be/mhmwGITpEqs
https://cu.usembassy.gov/wp-content/uploads/sites/110/2016/09/pol-econ-affairs-officer.pdf
https://news.yahoo.com/top-us-officials-cast-fresh-doubt-on-sensational-havana-syndrome-claims-090025560.html


Presentation “Havana Syndrome and My Personal Journey” at Total Information Control

Conf. 12.02.2022

Len Ber MD, 21 December 2022

List of Havana Syndrome symptoms

US government officials often relate the term Havana Syndrome to brain damage but there are

much more effects. Below is a list of symptoms extracted from the documents about the

Havana Syndrome on this page. For some, the symptoms went away quickly; for others, they

persisted. (References to the symptoms are being added).

Feeling as if standing in an invisible beam of energy

Loss of balance and muscle control

Brain fog

Loss of hearing

Incredible vertigo

Thinking you are going to die ( _ )

Wanting to throw up

The room was spinning

Vision problems, loss of vision

Blacking out for no identifiable reason

Fainting

Overwhelming nausea

(Massive) Nose bleed

Ear pain

Fatigue

Retina bleeding

Insomnia

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EUQKSsYeTZI
https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2021/05/31/are-us-officials-under-silent-attack


Sluggishness

Nauseous

Pressure in the head

Ringing in the ears

Buffeting of the head

Pressure on the face/head without dizziness or nausea

Pins and needles sensation

A sound described as a buzz, clicking, hiss, or knocking within the head

(Debilitating) Headaches

Fatigue

Dizziness

Irritability

Sleeplessness

Depression

Anxiety

Forgetfulness

Lack of concentration

The sound came in a focused beam that they could step in and out of and the sound would

start and stop. ( _)

List of Havana Syndrome incidents by (geo)location (not complete!)

Country Year Month City Details Symptoms

Cuba 2016 Dec. Havana First cases of Havana Syndrome

Cuba 2017 Havana

China 2017 Apr. Guangzhou Mark Lenzi, his wife and children

Russia 2017 Dec. Moscow Marc Polymeropoulos

USA 2018 Apr. Washington(?) Miles Taylor

UK 2019 May London Several White House officials:

Sandra Adams, Adrian Banks

(pseudonyms)

USA 2019 Summer Washington White House, Olivia Troye

USA 2019 Nov. Virginia Sandra Adams (pseudonym)

Australia 2019 Late Two CIA agents

USA 2019 Nov. Washington White House, person known by

John Bolton

https://soundistheweapon.com/episodes/hammers-and-nails


Country Year Month City Details Symptoms

USA 2020 Summer

(?)

Washington White House, Olivia Troye (it

happened again)

Vietnam 2021 Aug. Hanoi

Germany 2021 Aug. Berlin

India 2021 Sep. CIA director's team member

Colombia 2021 Oct. Bogota

France 2022 Jan. Paris

Austria 2022 Jan. Vienna

China ? Catherine Werner, her mother and

dogs

China ? Robin Garfield, his wife and two

children

USA ? Philadelphia Robin Garfield, his wife and two

children, during treatment

Summary

There are people 'walking around' with EM-weapons (Electromagnetic weapons) attacking

other people at least since the 1990s. Of course there is much more information on the internet

about EM-weapons but I want to limit this to what has been published in the main stream media

the last years.

Note: With 'walking around' I mean that you can be followed by DEW operatives with portable

equipment, but you can also be attacked by equipment build into cars, 'surveillance' devices

mounted in cities and shops, etc., and you can be attacked from the sky, like drones, aircraft,

and perhaps even satellites.

Nobody can deny that there are people 'walking around' with

these weapons and attacking other people, and that this has

been going on for decades.

Timeline

2016 March Barack Obama in Cuba



2016 9 Nov. Donald Trump wins elections

2016 25

Nov.

Fidel Castro died

2016 Start of Havana Syndrome incidents in Cuba

To be updated

3. New  Declassified report suggests "Havana syndrome" could result from energy weapon
- 29 March 2023

References:

1. ‘Havana syndrome’ could be the result of electromagnetic weapon: declassified report

Yahoo News, 30 March 2023

2. ‘Havana syndrome’ could be the result of electromagnetic weapon: declassified report

The Hill, 30 March 2023
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4. My law firm successfully obtained through #FOIA litigation a declassified copy of
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Mark S. Zaid, 30 March 2023
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6. Declassified report suggests "Havana syndrome" could result from energy weapon

Salon.com, 29 March 2023

4. New  Articles and videos - March, April 2023

From [3]:

Marc Polymeropoulos: And looking back just knowing the cases in Havana as well, what was

interesting about Havana is, it was happening to different US officials there but they weren't

telling each other about it. So there is no mass psychosis there as well. ...

[19:20] Here is what I think. Obviously there is technology, this directed energy technology, that

can be used for signals intelligence collection, exactly what you are saying, collect info from

your cell phone, maybe they are trying to listen into discussions in a room for examnple.

https://news.yahoo.com/havana-syndrome-could-result-electromagnetic-151737500.html
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3925810-havana-syndrome-could-be-the-result-of-electromagnetic-weapon-declassified-report
https://twitter.com/BradMossEsq/status/1641246877948493826
https://twitter.com/MarkSZaidEsq/status/1641247842772697088
https://media.salon.com/pdf/22-cv-674%20Final%20Response%20Package.pdf
https://www.salon.com/2023/03/29/exclusive-declassified-report-suggests-havana-syndrome-could-result-from-energy-weapon


It is possible that is how this started but I think, is what the Cubans and the Russians eventually

learned is, that it also could be used as a weapon. So perhaps it evolved. Perhaps in Havana for

example, when they did this the first couple of times, they were trying to collect information,

cell phone discussions, you know, verbal discussions, but then they see it injures some US

officials and they say, Well wait a second, maybe we can use this as a weapon, and why was this

a, and I hate to say this because it happened to me, why this is a brilliant weapon is, it is what we

call 'not attributable', nobody can find out about it, it's hard to detect, and what is does is, it is

not shooting someone with a pistol, it's a salting mem on a street, what it does is, they're

removing American Intelligence officers from the battlefield, which is exactly what the Cuban

intelligence service wanted, do you think they wanted American intelligence officers in Havana?

Exactly what the Russians want

So it's taking them of the battlefield in a manner, which is hard to detect. It actually is a perfect

weapon, if you think about it that way. And so that's my sense, it started off as a signals

collection tool they saw what it was doing to people and then they weaponized it. And that is

my theory and I have no evidence on this other then that it makes a lot of sense.

And then I throw in the last piece and that is the idea that this technology does not exist, is

ridiculous. The US government by the way has this, the Russian government has this, if you look

in the open-source world, there is Directed Energy Weapons that people use for riot control for

example. And the Department of Defense, we've been testing this stuff and when you look at

the open source on the internet, the Russians have been too, so this technology exists. This is

not some kind super secret James Bond type ... The reason is why it has never been used on

people is because it is unethical, it's immoral, look what's happening to us, so there is an ethical

reason not to do it,

...

[24:10] If you look right behind me there is a picture on my wall. It was painted by one of the

victims. It's a black canvas with a red splash of paint. And we call that the gunshot. And that is

notion that we always wished we had been shot because then people would have believed us,

you have a bullet wound. Now in some essence, in some sense, we do have that with some of

the doctors and some of the doctors reports but I tell you a lot of more people would have

believed us and we would have gotten medical treatment right away if there was a gunshot, if

there was a wound. I could say look I am shot, I'm bleeding, I need care, no one would dispute

that. And that's so we say that all the time and still to this day, feel that way because, you know

when you have a brain injury, you know what does that mean, it means it's silent, nobody can

see it, you know there is day I aam feeling ok today and I'm feeling much better. Some days you

have a terrible headache, somedays you jave brainbfog, you forget things a bit.

...



From [7]:

Kenneth Jones (Ken Jones), worked for the FBI from 1989 to 2017. In 2009, Ken was posted to

an embassy overseas. He won’t say where. Ken: Yeah, the, the language, business language is

Russian. … yeah, I would just say it’s a former Soviet country … One day, when he gets to work

…

In 2009, Ken was posted to an embassy overseas. He won’t say where. Ken: Yeah, the, the

language, business language is Russian. … yeah, I would just say it’s a former Soviet country …

One day, when he gets to work…

As we’ve seen, embassies have different agencies represented within them, operating under

diplomatic cover. CIA. NSA. And others.

Ken: I really … didn’t think… at that time, in the end of 2011, to say, like, ‘Hey, are they still out

there attacking that with radio frequencies? ’

Ken: … but I can tell you shortly after that, I started experiencing daily migraines…

Ken: It felt like… if, if someone was gonna stick a spike or a nail or something right through the

side of my temple … That was the most intense pain or pressure I’ve ever felt… The symptoms

worsen. He’s dizzy, fatigued and nauseous. Ringing in his ears. Doctors can’t figure out what’s

going on.

Ken: And I started thinking, I’m losing my mind. I’m getting … I just started crying. I’m like, this is

insane … For years he doesn’t link the symptoms to the radiofrequency attack. He’d been

briefed on security threats before the posting, but they never mentioned anything like this.

He’d never heard of RF exposure or its potential effects. It’s only years later, when he hears

about Havana Syndrome on the news, that he makes the connection.

Ken is the first, and so far the only, FBI agent to tell his story on the record. But he tells us

others have come forward internally. This radio wave attack – the one an intel agency told Ken

was happening – was in 2011. Way before the Havana outbreak.

Kevin and Karen Coats – the sound came in a focused beam that they could step in and out of

and the sound would start and stop.

Mitchell: … it was, uh, President Trump’s intention to roll back everything that Obama had

achieved in bringing the two countries closer together.

Marc: There seems also to be a difference between what was briefed at the DNI and actually

what’s in the content of the, the actual assessment. ... Whereas what I’ve been told is that DOD

is not on board with this.

Nicky Woolf: ... There are thousands of claimed cases worldwide. It’s just common sense that

the vast majority of them are unlikely to be attacks with weapons. Right? I mean, I really hope

that’s true.
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20. US intelligence community finds no foreign adversary linked to 'Havana syndrome'

Fox News, 2 March 2023

21. If there is no foreign adversary involved, then why is @DeptofDefense mandating

reporting #AHI as potential Counterintelligence threat?

Especially since @ODNIgov/@CIA refuse to investigate incidents & evidence exists of @FBI

being prohibited from doing so.

#Unacceptable

Mark S. Zaid, 1 March 2023

22. House Intelligence Committee Chairman Turner & Ranking Member Himes Respond to

“Havana Syndrome” Report by Intelligence Community:

House Intelligence Committee, 1 March 2023

5. New  US intelligence community report finds Havana Syndrome not caused by foreign
adversary - March 2023

From [4]:

Karine Jean-Pierre, White House Press Secretary: "The work is ongoing".

Joe Khalil: "So, you know, we talked to some of our sources who basically laid out the the fact

they're all weapons that exist that could do these kinds of things But again, the Intelligence

agencies saying this was not from a foreign adversary. We heard from the CIA director Bill Burns

who said he wants to make clear that whatever this is, we have to remember there are real

victims who went through real symptoms.

From [6]:

"My firm represents more than two dozen federal AHI victims from within the Intelligence,

Military, Law Enforcement and Diplomatic communities who experienced incidents

domestically and overseas. This also includes minor children of our dedicated workforce who

are also victims of these AHIs. Our representation started a decade ago.

The latest U.S. intelligence assessment lacks transparency and we continue to question the

accuracy of the alleged findings. From the origins of these incidents dating back five decades,

AHIs occur in the intelligence shadows that shield them from the view of the public. Until the

shrouds of secrecy are lifted and the analysis that led to today's assertions are available and

subject to proper challenge, the alleged conclusions are substantively worthless. But the

damage it has caused to the morale of the victims, particularly by deflecting from the

government's failure to evaluate all the evidence, is real and must be condemned.

It is inconceivable based on an overwhelming number of unanswered questions that today's

report will serve as the last word. These questions include the need to explain existing evidence

of technical anomalies at the time of suspected incidents, reliable evidence of deliberate

uninvestigated surveillance and counterintelligence incidents involving AHI intelligence victims

https://www.foxnews.com/video/6321589022112
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and an examination of the high numbers of concerning cancer and other deaths of affected

personnel, especially among those who served or worked in Moscow. Today’s intelligence

assessment is also at odds with private investigations into known movement of foreign

intelligence officers in locations where AHIs contemporaneously occurred.

To be clear, the absence of evidence is not evidence of absence Indeed, @NSAGov wrote in

2014 that it was aware of intelligence information that a hostile country had “a high-powered

microwave system weapon that may have the ability to weaken, intimidate, or kill an enemy

over time and without leaving evidence. ” (emphasis added)

The full intelligence assessment is already the subject of existing #FOIA litigation brought by

my firm for @JMadisonProject & @BrianKarem. @ODNIgov is required to inform the Court by

March 20, 2023, as to the status of when a copy of the report will be publicly released.

To its credit, notwithstanding today's IC assessment, @DeptofDefense & @StateDept have

acknowledged its solid support for the victims, and especially their care. We implore all federal

agencies with victims to ensure top-of-the line and long-term health care treatment is freely

and timely made available to them and their families, as well as award proper compensation for

injuries that for some have ended their careers in the line of service."

From [20]:

Two agencies judge that deliberate causal mechanisms are unlikely to have caused AHIs and

have low confidence because they judge that radiofrequency (RF) energy is a plausible cause

for AHIs, based in part on the findings of the IC Expert Panel and the results of research by

some US laboratories.

All agencies acknowledge the value of additional research on potential adversary capabilities in

the RF field, in part because there continues to be a scientific debate on whether this could

result in a weapon that could produce the symptoms seen in some of the reported AHI cases.

From [21]:

XXX FBI specific activity in the United States

...

Opened full investigation to determine if XXX were targeting XXX while they were receiving

treatment in the United States.

...

Conducted countersurveillance in support of FBI investigative activities.
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statement:

Senator Marco Rubio, 2 March 2023

3. We spoke w/@Georgetown Chief of Neuroethics James Giordano, who's advised State

Dept. on #HavanaSyndrome

He took issue w/some parts of a new intel report that says Havana likely NOT perpetrated

by foreign adversary @NewsNation

Giordano has worked with #HavanaSyndrome patients who worked in Cuba. He says the

technology to weaponize energy and cause Havana symptoms DOES EXIST, and the U.S.,

China and Russia all the capability.

Joe Khalil, 2 March 2023

4. US: ‘Havana syndrome’ not caused by foreign adversary | Morning in America

Newsnation, 2 March 2023

5. US intelligence agencies rule out foreign attack as cause of 'Havana syndrome'

ABC News Australia, 2 March 2023

6. NEWS ALERT: @MarkSZaidPC reps more than 2 doz federal #AHI victims & family members.

Below is our statement in response to IC Assessment findings issued today.

Mark S. Zaid, 1 March 2023

7. Havana Syndrome unlikely to have hostile cause, US says

BBC, 1 March 2023

8. ‘Havana syndrome’ not caused by foreign adversary, US intelligence says

The Guardian, 1 March 2023

9. U.S. intel review finds no evidence linking foreign adversary to 'Havana syndrome'

NBC News, 1 March 2023

10. Havana Syndrome: What We Know

The Wall Street Journal, 1 March 2023
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The Washington Post, 1 March 2023
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19. DNI Statement on the Intelligence Community Assessment on AHIs - Press Release

Office of the Director of National Intelligence, 1 March 2023

20. [Unclassified] Updated Assessment of Anomalous Health Incidents

National Intelligence Council, 1 March 2023

21. [Unclassified] XXX XXXX IC Targeting and Collection Efforts Point Away From Adversary

Involvement in Anomalous Health Incidents

National Intelligence Council, 1 March 2023

6. New  Targeted Justice files $1.3 Billion lawsuit against the DOJ, FBI, & DHS.

References:

1. Lawsuit filed 11 Jan 2023 Amended

Targeted Justice, January 2023

2. Targeted Justice files $1.3 Billion lawsuit against the DOJ, FBI, & DHS.

Targeted Justice, 11 January 2023

7. New  Articles and videos - January, February 2023

From [2]

Chapter 5: The Great British Nuke Off

Nicky Woolf (NW) and James Giordano (JG)

JG: Microwave energy disrupts the electrochemical activity of the communication capacity of

the brain cells and thereby disrupts what brain cells do functionally. Thought, emotion,

behaviours, motor effects, equilibrium, coordination and so forth.

...

NW: Is there a type of microwave weapon out there that can cause this specfic symptom profile

that the victims in Havana experienced? That means something capable of not just causing the

headaches, nausea, hearing and vision impairments, cognitive problems, even brain damage and

all that - but also do it in this precisely targeted way?

JG: Yes

...

NW: They wanted a handheld device that could emit pulsed microwaves at a human target. The

patent has diagrams of the brain and inner ear. The description reads: “The present invention ...

utilizes beamed electromagnetic RF energy ... to interrupt the normal process of human

hearing, equilibrium and other senses to produce complete disorientation and confusion.” The

head of the company that filed the patent declined a request for a formal interview. But they

did tell us they built a prototype and even started tests on animals. And ... they said their

funding dried up before they could finish development ... because the Marine Corps moved on

to a similar project ... with a bigger company.
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From [3]

Nicky Woolf about Havana Syndrome starts at 41m25s.

... the fact that people had heard this sound ironically rules out a sonic weapon ... and one thing

that a lot of the Havana Syndrome original cohort described was being able to step in and out

almost like it's a beam and the sound stops and starts again ...

... we built one and we were able to project a beam of microwave and sort of detect it ... there

are several American defense companies that make devices explicitly to do something like this

... so the devices exist ... we've heard from one source they are being deployed actively by

certainly the US and that Russia and China had similar kind of development projects ... and it's

actually within the brochures that the American defense companies advertise internally ... loads

of countries has have those ... certainly these devices exist and have been deployed ...

From [4]

Dr James Giordano:

The way microwave would need to need to work is it would not have a thermal signature, you

want don't to feel heat. And at first, back in 2017 we didn't know that technology was ready, in

other words, was it ready for deployable use.

We have learned in fact there are microwave technologies here in the United States and among

our economic allies, China and Russia, that are being used for commercial and industrial testing

for occupational safety and health, that use very very rapid pulsed lasers to deliver microwave

energy without the thermal, without the heat signature.

And what this can do is disrupt a lot of the physiological structures and functions primarily in

conductive tissue like nerve.

But it also produces a vibration which is those microwaves literally moving through the

substance and in some individuals their physical structures of their inner ear and or the

resonances of their bone structures evoke that as perceptible sound.

So yeah, this technology is out there it is at the point of scalable and usable and we think at this

point that both an ultrasonic device as well as possibly some form of rapidly pulsed microwave

seems to be the responsible entity.

From [7]:

... she started seeing ... some black spots in her vision ... It ... started off being very small, by the

next day it was growing ... We started becoming more and more concerned because the spot in

her eye was getting larger.

She goes to a doctor the next day.

Cue, Kevin: the ophthalmologist is like ... ‘well your retina’s definitely bleeding.’ And he said ‘I’ve

only ever seen this when somebody has a trauma to their head, like a car accident or something

...’

From [14]:



Very informative talk with a big part about pulsed radio frequency with Eric Haseltine, chairman

of the Board of the US Technology Leadership Council (USTLC), former NSA employee, even if

he cannot say what is still classified. BUT AGAIN, NO WORDS ABOUT CIVILIANS BEING

ATTACKED.

[17m35s] It's not at all clear to me that you couldn't if you wanted to come up with virtually

undetectable by most normal means way of irradiating people or computers or both using very

very very short semi-random pulses, because again the amount of average power would not be

above the noise level. but the peak power would be very very high and the way you do that is

you cram a lot of power under an extremely short period of time, and again the positive

mechanism of damage to brain or to the acoustic medium by which I mean the inner ear is

thought to be these thermo- explosion, these little shock waves.
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6. ‘Deny Everything’: Why the US Hasn’t Solved the Mystery of Havana Syndrome
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7. The Sound: Mystery of Havana Syndrome - Chapter 1: Jericho (podcast)

Transcript

Project Brazen & PRX, 23 January 2023

8. Sanjay investigates “Havana Syndrome” Pt. 2 (video)

CNN, 23 January 2023

9. Havana syndrome: sonic attack or all in the mind?

The Sunday Times, 22 January 2023

10. Havana Syndrome: A New Podcast from VICE

Vice.com, 19 January 2023

11. Havana Syndrome (podcast - all episodes)

Vice.com, 17 January 2023

12. We Set Out To Solve the Mystery of Havana Syndrome. Here’s What We Found.

Vice.com, 17 January 2023

13. Eric Haseltine - Moscow Station & Havana Syndrome (video)

Tim Ventura, 14 January 2023
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14. Havana Syndrome Investigation Explored In Podcast & Docuseries From Project Brazen

Project Brazen, 3 January 2023

8. Articles and videos - November, December 2022

References:

1. Liberals criticized for inaction on Havana Syndrome suffered by Canadian diplomats in Cuba

Canada Info, 10 December 2022

2. CIA experiments or electromagnetic attacks from Russia? The mystery of ‘Havana

Syndrome’

msn.com, 20 November 2022

3. My latest interview, this time for CBS News in Miami, Florida, regarding my work

representing #AHI victims.

When will the USG come clean on what it knows? I know for a fact - A FACT - that it is

withholding reams of information from the public. #CoverUP

Mark S. Zaid, 2 November 2022

4. The victims are FBI agents working in the Miami area and they say they are being targeted.

WPEC CBS12 News (Twitter), 2 November 2022

5. Florida Cases of Havana Syndrome, FBI agents lawyering up

CBS12 News I-Team, 2 November 2022

9. Articles and videos - September, October 2022

From [13]:

Mark S.Zaid says (17m-20m):

...

This is gross evidence of a coverup by the US government.

I have had access to classified information.

And there is a lot of information that has not been publically revealed.

And if you knew what it is, you would be very upset.

I know that for a fact.

Can't say what it is unfortunately.

So it really sucks.

I'm saying something I can't back it up.'
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3. State Dept approves first requests for Havana Syndrome compensation - spokesperson

Reuters, 6 October 2022

4. “From what I have seen, there are tons of significant, credible leads that to the best of our

knowledge the agencies are not addressing,” said Mark Zaid, an attorney who is

representing some of the complainants.

Mark S. Zaid, 6 October 2022

5. CNN EXCLUSIVE: Dozens of CIA officers are concerned with the agency’s Havana Syndrome

investigation. We discuss with @KatieBoLillis and @kylieatwood

CNN, 6 October 2022

6. Exclusive: Dozens of CIA officers accuse intel agency of soft-pedaling its ‘Havana Syndrome’

investigation

CNN, 5 October 2022

7. A CIA doctor investigating the mysterious Havana syndrome says he got symptoms of the

illness himself

Insider, 26 September 2022

8. Transcript: Immaculate Concussion, The Truth Behind Havana Syndrome. Aired 8-9p ET

CNN, 25 September 2022

9. CNN SPECIAL REPORT – “IMMACULATE CONCUSSION: THE TRUTH BEHIND HAVANA

SYNDROME”

CNN, 22 September 2022

10. Richard Nixon exposed to radiation on Moscow trip in 1959, documents reveal

The Guardian, 22 September 2022

11. US hid fears of radiation in Moscow embassy in 70s from staff, documents revealed

The Guardian, 15 September 2022

12. Top State Department official DENIES the existence of Havana Syndrome reported by

1,100 diplomats leading to payments of up to $200k: ‘We have not identified any outside

causality’

Mail Online, 14 September 2022

13. Conspiracyland: Episode 3: "It’s Not What We Thought It Was" (podcast)

Yahoo News, 16 September 2022

14. Conspiracyland: The Strange Story of Havana Syndrome (video)

Yahoo News, 14 September 2022

15. Top U.S. officials cast fresh doubt on sensational 'Havana syndrome' claims

Yahoo News, 14 September 2022

10. C.I.A. Begins Compensating Victims of Havana Syndrome - August 2022

From [1]:

One victim who has received payments praised the C.I.A. for making the application process

easy, but lawyers for other officers have expressed worry that later cases may be harder to

adjudicate. Unlike those hurt while serving at the C.I.A. station in Havana, some injured officers
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have a shorter and potentially less well-documented treatment history, which may make

applying for payments more difficult.
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3. “One victim injured in Havana who received the maximum payment said that while the

money was not life changing, it had been helpful.. and was an official acknowledgment that
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Marc Polymeropoulos, 24 August 2022
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2. LIVE: Andrea Mitchell Interviews CIA Director William Burns | NBC News
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3. CIA Director backing down from “Havana Syndrome” lie

July 2022, Kawsachun News

12. US to pay Havana Syndrome victims - June 2022
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5. U.S. to give some ‘Havana syndrome’ victims six-figure compensation

The Washington Post, 23 June 2022

6. Deputy CIA chief briefs senators on ‘Havana Syndrome’ as U.S. prepares to pay victims

NBC News, 23 June 2022

7. This will be extraordinarily important for USG officials who lives and careers have been

permanently altered with debilitating physical, mental disabilities, documented by medical

professionals. My colleagues have suffered terribly. This is long overdue.

Marc Polymeropoulos, 23 June 2022

8. I will be scrutinizing the proposed regulations very closely to make sure AHI/UHI victims are

treated similarly and fairly.

I already have concerns that domestic victims will be excluded & I can tell you they exist

from multiple federal agencies.

Mark Zaid, 23 June 2022

9. State Dept. to pay 6-figure sums to Havana Syndrome victims

AP News, 23 June 2022

13. New  Articles and videos - May, June 2022

From [7]:

'The microwave heating causes spatially varying, rapid thermal expansion, which then induces

mechanical waves that propagate through the brain, like ripples in a pond ... if those waves

interact in just the right way at the center of the brain, the conditions are ideal to induce a

traumatic brain injury ... When applying a small temperature increase over a very short amount

of time (microseconds), potentially injurious stress waves are created.'

From [5]:

'The potential of these stress waves to initiate injury mechanisms may warrant further

investigation. The thermoelastic stress wave mechanism is exemplified by the well-known

microwave auditory effect (MAE)'.
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Le Monde, 14 June 2022

6. Some suspected Havana Syndrome victims say they struggle to receive support (video)

CBS News, 31 May 2022

7. "My brain is broken": Former CIA analyst struggling with Havana Syndrome says she has not

received promised care

CBS News, 31 May 2022

8. New Research Shows Exposure to High-Powered Microwave Frequencies Can Cause Brain

Injuries

SciTechDaily, 21 May 2022

9. Computational modeling investigation of pulsed high peak power microwaves and the

potential for traumatic brain injury

29 October 2021, Amy M. Dagro, Justin W. Wilkerson, Thaddeus P. Thomas, Benjamin T.

Kalinosky and Jason A. Payne

14. New  Articles and videos - March, April 2022

From [5]:

Howie, Sacks & Henry has partnered with law firm Waddell Phillips to represent the Canadian

Diplomats who have suffered mysterious injuries known as Havana Syndrome while

representing Canada in Cuba.
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This section is about the CBS News 60 Minutes investigative report. This report includes

interviews with Havana Syndrome victims and statements of experts.

From [1]:

Olivia Troye, a former Homeland security and counter terrorism advisor to vice-president Mike

Pence. In the summer of 2019 when she was inside the White House security perimeter, she felt

had been physically struck. 'It was like this piercing feeling on the side of my head ... it was on

the right side of my head and I got like vertigo ... I felt unsteady, I was nauseous, I was

somewhat disoriented'. The piercing feeling continued. This was followed by a paralyzing panic

attack, which she never had. About a year it happenend again a couple of times. 'It was a similar

sensation but this time is was very much the feeling of vertigo and dizziness and I felt couldn't

really walk. ... that I was just gonna fall right into the ground.' She didn't report the episodes at

that time because she didn't want to believe she was seriously ill.

Another person, a senior member of the national security counsel, who asked not to name him,

was stricken in November 2020 at the same place as Troye, he described the incident to John

Bolton. He told Bolton he had disorientation and ringing in the ears and the inability to

function. and that he couldn't speak or think clearly. He was taken to an emergy room. Bolton:

'That was a very debilitating attack and similar to what others reported.'

Another person attacked was Miles Taylor who was deputy chief of staff and later chief of staff

of the Trump administration Department of Homeland Security. He was hit with the same

symptoms described by Olivia Troye. It was late one night in April 2018 around three in the

morning and he woke up to a really strange sound. 'Sort of chirping somewhere between what

you would think as a cricket or sort of a digital sound.' He went to the window, opened it,

looked at the street and saw a white van, the van's breaklights turned on, it pulled of and drove

away. The whole episode lasted seven to ten minutes. The next day he felt sick, not able to

work.

Five weeks later it happend again. The next day he was feeling off balance, out of it, the sort of

concussion like symptoms you have from getting knocked very hard. He was just getting to

leave to Israel on a congressional delegation. When he got to the airplane he thought I am

already nauseous, I don't know if I can do this flight. Taylor heard of another case his. It was US

government official who experience similar episodes at their place of residence. This was an

individual at the cabinet level in the Trump administration.

In 2019 during a visit by president Trump to London two members of John Bolton's security

staff became ill in a hotel. Bolton says this was a deliberate attack. Months later, one of those

staff members was overcome again walking her dog in the Washington area.

Robin Garfield was a commerce department official in China. He, his wife and two children were

repeatedly hit in China. His daughter was literally falling down multiple times a day. They were

evacuated. His family was hit again during their year of treatment in Philadelphia. My wife

catapulted out of bed and sprinted down the hallway to check the children. An extremely loud

painfull sound had waken her up. They moved to a hotel and it happened again. They woke up



around 2 AM with strange vibrations in our bodies and a sound. He checked his children and saw

an extremely eary scene where both were thrashing in their beds, both were asleep but both

were kicking and moving agressively. He put his head next to the head of his daughter and

heard a very distinct sound, sort of like water rushing. He checked his son, same sound. He

reported to the FBI. He personally knows children of eight other parents who had balance

issues, trouble with finding their words, stuttering.

One of the first cases of the Havana Syndrome, assigned to the US embassy in Cuba, talks about

his experiences in 2016. He is not allowed to say what federal agency he worked for. They and

their families were struck frequently in their homes in the night. The first time it happened all

the dogs in the neighbourhood started kicking off barking which is very unusual and then this

loud sound filled my room like my head was slowly getting to start get crushed. And then

severe earpain started, it was very painful. Eventually he started blacking out. He has lost vision

of one eye, it is because something is wrong in his brain since that time.

Dr. David Relman, helped lead two panels that investigated the injuries. 'This set of cases

experienced an abrupt onset of intense pressure or vibration in the face or head, sometimes

with the abrupt onset of sound. Victims mention that the sound or feeling of pressure came

from one direction.' Dr. David Relman's committee concluded that the mechanism that caused

this was pulsed electromagnetic energy, in other words: a focussed beam of microwaves fired

from a distance.

James Benford, a physicist and leading authority on microwaves, says the most plausible

explanation is that it is a high power microwave weapon. 'There are many kinds and they can go

anywhere in size from a suitcase all the way up to a large fracture trailer unit. And the bigger

the device, the longer the range. ... Microwaves go through glass, they go through brick, they go

through practically everything. The technology has been studied for more than fifty years. It

has been developed widely in perhaps a dozen countries. Primary countries are the United

States, Russia and China.'

Images below are from this 60 Minutes report: Portable microwave transmitters.
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16. New  Declassified US intelligence community report says 'pulsed electromagnetic
energy' could cause Havana Syndrome - February 2022

From [1]:

Findings

Pulsed electromagnetic energy, particularly in the radiofrequency range, plausibly

explains the core characteristics, although information gaps exist.

There are several plausible pathways involving various forms of pulsed electromagnetic energy,

each with its own requirements, limitations, and unknowns. For all the pathways, sources exist

that could generate the required stimulus, are concealable, and have moderate power

requirements. Using nonstandard XXXXX antennas and techniques, the signals could be

propagated with low loss through air for tens to hundreds of meters, and with some loss,

through most building materials. XXXXX

XXXXX Stimulation and disruption of these biological systems has been credibly

demonstrated in cells and tissues, and persons accidentally exposed to radiofrequency signals

described XXXXX sensations similar to the core characteristics. However, there is a dearth of

systematic research on the effects of the relevant electromagnetic signals on humans.

Ultrasound also plausibly explains the core characteristics, but only in close-access

scenarios and with information gaps.

The required energy can be generated by ultrasonic arrays that are XXXXX portable, and

produce a tight beam. Ultrasound propagates poorly through air and building materials,

restricting its applicability to scenarios in which the source is near the target, XXXXX It could

couple to the body through the external auditory canal, interstitial spaces, or the vestibular

apparatus of the inner ear. Ultrasound is used to open the blood-brain barrier in medical

procedures, and acoustic stimulation of the aforementioned anatomical areas could produce

symptoms consistent with AHIs. Studies of “ultrasound sickness” and related audiovestibular

symptoms have reached mixed conclusions, but the panel was presented with XXXXX

independent, first-hand accounts in which researchers were exposed to high-power ultrasound

beams and subsequently experienced some of the core characteristics.

From [5]:

https://www.cbsnews.com/news/havana-syndrome-children-60-minutes-2022-02-20
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Such sources exist that "are concealable and have moderate power requirements," the report

said. "Using non-standard antennas and techniques, the signals could be propagated with low

loss" through the air and building materials.

Ultrasound also could account for the symptoms, but only if a victim was in close proximity to

the beam because ultrasound "propagates poorly through the air and building materials," it

continued.

Psychosocial factors - which include work demands, stress and depression - cannot alone

account for the core symptoms of Havana Syndrome, it said.

Peter Mooring note: What they in fact say is that pulsed microwaves are going through walls,

people can be attacked through walls. I said this already in 2007 when I created the STOPEG

website.
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17. Havana Syndrome like attacks on Paris, Geneva, US diplomats - January 2022

From [1]:

The Wall Street Journal on Thursday reported additional illnesses among officials serving in U.S.

diplomatic missions in Paris and Geneva, where the United States and Russia held security talks

on Monday over Moscow's troop buildup near the Ukraine border.
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1. Blinken says U.S. working on Havana Syndrome after diplomats' illnesses in Paris, Geneva

Reuters, 13 January 2022

2. 'Havana syndrome': US baffled after new cases in Europe

BBC News, 13 January 2022

3. Four US diplomats - three in Geneva and one in Paris - are struck with suspected 'Havana

Syndrome'

MailOnline, 13 January 2022

4. U.S. Diplomats in Geneva, Paris Struck With Suspected 'Havana Syndrome'

The Wall Street Journal, 13 January 2022

18. New  Articles and videos - January, February 2022

From [2]:

High-ranking Homeland Security officials in the Trump administration say they were overcome

with feelings of vertigo, confusion and memory loss while on White House grounds and in their

Washington, D.C.-area homes. The incidents and symptoms they describe are similar to the

"Havana Syndrome" that has been reported by American diplomats in foreign countries since

2016.

From [3]:

At 18:40. Why would such devices be in operation. Well this too I think is a little above my pay

grade and out of my sandbox but this fight is to understand that these types of devices can be

used for surveillance and or they can be used either kinetically or non-kinetically for disruptive

effects. What do we mean by that. What we mean is there are a number of nations worldwide

that have dedicated effort to employing these devices for testing organic and inorganic

substances primarily in the occupational and commercial range. If we take a look at these

nations include the United States and many of its allies, China, Russia among others. So the

technology exists we know the technology is being employed at least in part for the evaluation

of vulnerability and volatility for organic and inorganic substances. To do what. Well this is

where its gets interesting because what may be possibly going on here in terms of the actual

effects comes to these conclusions this probably represented most of course based upon our

probabilistic inference a non-accidental exposure to some form of directable energy source.

Acoustic effects possibly.

43:42. What steps do recommend for civilian patients who've been given diagnoses similar to

those of embassy personnel by dr Hoffer and his group in Miami. Yeah, that's a very very good

question and I must you I receive a number of emails, a number of correspondences from

individuals who have reports in which they're reporting certainly symptoms and in some cases

validateable signs. I think what becomes very very important is for them to seek clinical

assistance see clinical aid first and foremost. Why. Well clearly they're suffering. Something is

wrong. Find out what is wrong that also helps to provide objective evidence that there are

dysfunctional parameters and abnomalities which would then be important to feed if you will
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up the chain so these can then be further evaluated and there are a number of evaluative

programs as we know operative right now in the United States into which that information

would then be uptaken so the individuals might then progress into the verification validation

pipelines.

From [5]:

I (Mark Zaid) filed a federal Freedom of Information Act lawsuit today. In fact access to

classified NSA information that they told me about almost a decade ago and members of

congress appropriately today criticizing the CIA report saying that it contradicted everything

they were being told behind the scenes and now I also have some whistleblowers that I hope

will turn into something substansive challenging the very report that was issued.

From [6]:

Mark Zaid, a lawyer for a number of those affected with the disease, told WebMD that the

symptoms first originated in Americans not stationed in or around Cuba. 'It started long before

Havana,' Mr Zaid told the website. 'It was just those incidents that brought it to light.'

From [7]:

In about two dozen cases, however, the agency can’t rule out foreign involvement, including

many of the cases that originated at the U.S. Embassy in Havana beginning in 2016.
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10. U.S. Refines Tool to Evaluate Havana Syndrome Cases

The New York Times, 13 January 2022

11. U.S. Diplomats in Geneva, Paris Struck With Suspected 'Havana Syndrome'

The Wall Street Journal, 13 January 2022

19. Mark Lenzi v. United States Department of State, and Antony J. Blinken - December
2021

Mark Lenzi is a State Department security officer who worked in the U.S. Consulate in

Guangzhou, China.

From [1]:

Around November 2017, approximately 15 months af ter they arrived in Guangzhou, Mr. Lenzi

was injured in the line of duty. Mr. Lenzi and his wife and children began experiencing sudden

and unexplained mental and physical symptoms, including headaches, lightheadedness, nausea,

nosebleeds, sleeplessness, and memory loss. Mr. Lenzi verbally complained of these symptoms

to his superiors in Guangzhou through the Spring of 2018.

...

On or about May 26, 2018, Mr. Lenzi contacted his former neighbor, who had been medevac’d to

University Pennsylvania Hospital in Philadelphia. Mr. Lenzi informed her of the numerous

symptoms he and his family had been experiencing over the past six months. After Mr. Lenzi

described their short-term memory loss, Mr. Lenzi's former neighbor stopped him and said that

Mr. Lenzi needed to get himself and his family out of their apartment 'right now .' She went on

to say that she had pleaded with the State Department on three different occasions to inform

and get her American consulate neighbors out of the Tower 7 Apartment Complex in

Guangzhou, but that each time the State Department did nothing. She agreed with Mr. Lenzi

that their American diplomatic colleagues should be warned about the potential risk to their

health and safety.

...

Mr. Lenzi therefore has the right to 'file a civil action in an appropriate United States District

Court in accordance with § 1614.407(b)' with respect to each of the EEO Complaints described

above.

...

F. Award Plaintiff financial compensation for emotional distress, pain, and suffering;

...

From [2]:

The government, Mr. Lenzi also said, has readings that show the presence of dangerous levels

of microwave energy in China. In an unclassified workers' compensation report he filed with the

Labor Department, Mr. Lenzi recounted how his neighbor in China used a commercial detector

to record high levels of microwave energy in the apartment next to his.

...
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But follow-up tests by the government used a classified device widely known not to be as

reliable at detecting directed energy, said Mr. Lenzi, whose work involves countering foreign

eavesdropping including by using directed energy. When the government says directed energy

is a theory but there is no evidence, 'That is simply not true,' Mr. Lenzi said. 'They have readings,

especially in Guangzhou,' he said.

From [4]:

Mark Lenzi believes he was targeted because of his work. He uses top secret equipment to

analyze electronic threats to diplomatic missions.

Mark Lenzi: There is no shadow of a doubt in my mind that this was a directed attack against my

neighbor and I.

His neighbor was Catherine Werner, who lived one floor up. She's a U.S. Commerce Department

trade officer who promoted American business from the Guangzhou Consulate.

Catherine Werner: I woke up in the middle of the night. I could feel this sound in my head. Um, it

was intense pressure on both of my temples. At the same time, I heard this low humming

sound, and it was oscillating. And I remember looking around for where this sound was coming

from, because it was painful.

Scott Pelley: When did you first notice that you weren't feeling well?

Catherine Werner: October of 2017, I started to get hives all over my body. Really bad hives. I

woke up with headaches every day. Um, I started to feel tired. The simplest things would just

make me very, very tired.

Scott Pelley: Were these symptoms growing worse over time?

Catherine Werner: They were. Yes. My symptoms would get so bad that I would throw up, or I

would wake up with nosebleeds.

She says even her dogs were throwing up blood. Werner assumed her illness was connected to

China's toxic smog. She didn't know it at the time but her symptoms were the same that

American officials in Havana had suffered since 2016. The U.S. Embassy there is all but closed as

a result.

Catherine Werner: We hadn't heard about what happened in Cuba. I mean, there were headlines

in the news about hearing loss and um, attacks to our diplomats, but we didn't know the details.

Catherine Werner became so ill, her mother traveled from the U.S. to live with her.

Catherine Werner: She spent almost three months with me. During that time she also got very

ill. Um, and she and I shared the same symptoms.

Scott Pelley: What sort of symptoms did your mother have?

Catherine Werner: Headaches and um, ringing in our ears. Um, we also started to both um, have

difficulty recalling words.

After reporting her experiences, Werner was medically evacuated to the U.S. for treatment. U.S.

agencies are investigating, but Mark Lenzi has a theory.

Mark Lenzi: This was a directed standoff attack against my apartment.

Scott Pelley: It was a weapon?

Mark Lenzi: Oh, of course it was a weapon.

Scott Pelley: An energy weapon--

Mark Lenzi: Absolutely.



Scott Pelley: What sort of energy is this that we're talking about?

Mark Lenzi: I believe it's RF, radio frequency energy, in the microwave range.
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20. New  Articles and videos - November, December 2021

From [4]:

The former first lady describes arriving in Heiligendamm (the first couple was staying in a villa

on the Grand Hotel Heiligendamm compound). But, she writes, 'by the afternoon of [June 7] I

could barely stand up. My head inexplicably throbbed; I was horribly dizzy and nauseated. I went

to bed, pulled up the covers, and for several hours felt so awful that I might die right there

in the hotel room. ' Mrs. Bush continues, 'Over the next day nearly a dozen members of our

delegation were stricken, even [former President George W. Bush], who started to feel sick

during an early morning staff briefing.' Mrs. Bush's memoir notes that 'for most of us, the

primary symptoms were nausea or dizziness, but one of our military aides had difficulty walking

and a White House staffer lost all hearing in one ear.' Suspecting a possible poison attack, the

Secret Service 'went on full alert.' Noting that former President Bush 'almost never gets sick,'

Mrs. Bush recalls that her husband 'felt so ill that he met with [then-French President Nicolas]

Sarkozy in his hotel room and did not even stand up to greet him.'
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9. Havana Syndrome: FBI warns staff amid reports of symptoms among agents
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21. Four Havana Syndrome diplomats got permission from the State Departement to talk
about their experiences - October 2021, December 2021

From [1]:

From the video on this page: Fighting an Invisible Enemy: The voices of Havana Syndrome.

[07:25] There is nothing in the world that is worse than being a victim that everybody doubts.

[09:40] The Havana Syndrome individuals had brain injuries that were very similar to a

concussion.

[10:10] This is not psychosomatic.

[14:00] We looked at four possible mechanisms but came up with one we thought most

possible and that was pulsed microwave energy.

[14:20] The National Academy of Sciences report was really helpful and saying yes it is our

belief that these are directed energy attacks.

From [2]:

'I felt like I was being struck with something,' she said. 'Pain that I have never felt before in my

life ... mostly in my head and in my eyes.... It was as if I had been seized by some invisible hand

and I couldn't move.'

Onufer and two of her former colleagues in Havana, a married couple named Kate Husband and

Doug Ferguson, spoke to NBC News about their experiences after getting permission from the
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State Department. They want the world to know that what happened to them in Havana caused

real suffering and documentable injuries, and that those who insist this must be a case of mass

psychosis are wrong.
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22. Havana Syndrome like attacks on Bogota, Colombia, US embassy staff - October 2021

From [2]:

The incidents, which are now among hundreds the US is investigating, come as Secretary of

State Tony Blinken is planning to visit Bogota next week. State Department spokesperson Ned

Price would not comment on reported incidents in Colombia or on Blinken's upcoming travel

during the department briefing on Tuesday.

From [3]:

The US embassy in Bogota, one of the largest in the world, includes a strong contingent of

agents working in both intelligence and counter-narcotics operations, in addition to career

diplomats and personnel.

Secretary of State Antony Blinken is scheduled to visit the country on October 20.
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23. Biden signs bill giving Havana Syndrome victims better medical care - October 2021
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2. Statement of President Joe Biden on Signing HAVANA Act Into Law
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4. Biden signs bill to boost support for "Havana Syndrome" victims
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24. Havana Syndrome like attacks on Serbia, CIA officer - September 2021

From [1]:

A CIA agent in Serbia is believed to have suffered a directed-energy attack after experiencing

symptoms consistent with the condition known as 'Havana syndrome' that has affected 200 US

officials worldwide.
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25. Ryan Conlon attempted to sue the CIA, DOD, Air Force for attacking him with Direct
Energy Weapons citing the Havana Syndrome Act - September 2021

From [1]:

Ryan Conlon shared the recent court decision he received as he attempted to sue the CIA, the

DOD, and the Air Force for his injuries. The judge ultimately ruled against him. This was his

second attempt. He says he filed last year also with the same result.

What is interesting about his filing this time is that he cited the Havana Syndrome Act of 2021

and microwave and directed energy weapons in his complaint. These were not mentioned in the

judge's decision.

From [2]:

Plaintiff Ryan Matthew Conlon asserts that the named defendants are responsible for attacking

him 'with a D.E.W. a Direct Energy Weapon, using Microwaves.' ECF No. 1 at 4. He claims that he

is a 'non-consensual Test Subject of the C.I.A., the D.O.D., and the U.S. Airforce' and that he has

suffered 'Brain Injuries' as evidenced by tinnitus, chronic headaches, nausea, inflammation of

the brain, dizziness, and 'ear popping.' ECF No. 1-1 at 2, He states he has 'Havana Syndrome.' Id.
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26. Havana Syndrome like attacks on India, CIA team member - September 2021
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27. Articles and videos, September - October 2021

From [4]:

'I felt like I was being struck with something,' she said. 'Pain that I have never felt before in my

life ... mostly in my head and in my eyes.... It was as if I had been seized by some invisible hand

and I couldn't move.'

Onufer and two of her former colleagues in Havana, a married couple named Kate Husband and

Doug Ferguson, spoke to NBC News about their experiences after getting permission from the

State Department. They want the world to know that what happened to them in Havana caused

real suffering and documentable injuries, and that those who insist this must be a case of mass

psychosis are wrong.
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6. Havana syndrome: Berlin police probe cases at US embassy

BBC News, 9 October 2021

7. U.S. investigators increasingly confident directed-energy attacks behind Havana Syndrome

Politico, 8 October 2021

8. CIA 'removes Vienna boss' over Havana syndrome outbreak

BBC News, 24 September 2021

9. U.S. diplomat overseeing 'Havana Syndrome' response leaving after 6 months
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10. 'Havana Syndrome' Becomes 'Unexplained Health Incidents' As U.S. Backs Down on
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28. Havana Syndrome like attacks on Hanoi, Vietnam, US embassy - August 2021
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29. Havana Syndrome like attacks on Berlin, Germany, US officials - August 2021

From [1]:

'At least two US officials stationed in Germany have required medical attention after

developing symptoms of an illness known as Havana Syndrome. Symptoms are said to include

nausea, severe headaches, ear pain, fatigue, insomnia and sluggishness.'
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30. Articles and videos - July, August 2021

From [1]:

'There have also been unconfirmed cases of the syndrome in Poland, Taiwan, Georgia, Colombia

and Uzbekistan.

Targets appear to have been followed, as the symptoms persisted even after they were moved

to new accommodation.

One victim in Europe was reportedly diagnosed with the sort of brain injury seen in people

exposed to the shockwaves from explosions. The target described piercing ear pain, high-

pitched electronic-sounding noise and pressure in the ears.'
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31. Havana Syndrome like attacks on Vienna, Austria, US diplomats - July 2021

From [1]:

'Some of the patients described feeling as though they were standing in an invisible beam of

energy. Many of them suffered debilitating symptoms, from headaches and vertigo to vision

problems.

...

The first possible syndrome case in Vienna was reported a couple of months after Biden's

Inauguration. That case and subsequent ones were reported to officials in Washington soon

after they occurred. But the Biden Administration decided not to announce the Vienna

outbreak—officials were concerned that any public disclosure about the cases would hamper
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ongoing U.S. intelligence and law-enforcement investigations, which are still under way in

Vienna.'

From [2]:

'Vienna has long been a centre for diplomatic activity and has had a reputation as a hotspot for

espionage, particularly during the Cold War. ... The city is currently hosting indirect talks

between Iran and the US over attempts to resurrect the 2015 Iran nuclear deal. Cases of the

condition have been reported elsewhere in the world, but US officials say the numbers in

Vienna are greater than in any other city apart from Havana.'
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32. Senate passes bill to aid Havana Syndrome attack victims - June 2021

From [1]:

'The Senate on Monday unanimously passed a bill that would boost medical care for American

diplomats and spies who develop mysterious brain injuries amid an uptick in suspected

directed-energy attacks on U.S. personnel at home and abroad.'
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33. Articles and videos - May, June 2021

From [1]:

'It could be a device that is as big as fitting into a vehicle or small enough to be carried in a

backpack.' ... The US, Russia, China .. and Israel also has the same technology.'
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The cases are sometimes collectively referred to as 'Havana syndrome.' But Mark Zaid, a lawyer

in Washington, DC, who represents several of those affected, says that is a misnomer because

incidents like these had been going on long before the public became aware of the cluster of

cases in Havana. One of his clients, a former National Security Agency employee named Michael

Beck, was affected while working in a classified hostile country back in 1996.

Beck and a colleague both went on to develop a rare form of Parkinson's disease that Beck

attributed to an attack. 'It started long before Havana,' Zaid says. 'It was just those incidents

that brought it to light.'

Giordano and Zaid both agree that there is a big psychological component to the phenomenon,

especially in the years since the cases in Havana came to light. Each of them gets multiple calls

or emails every week from people who think they might have been targeted by the same kind

of attack. Most have no plausible connection to any suspected threats. And Giordano has

referred only two such cases for further study.

From [6]:

At the end of the day, he left the building and headed toward his car, which was parked a few

hundred yards away, along the Ellipse, between the White House and the Washington

Monument. As he walked, he began to hear a ringing in his ears.

His body went numb, and he had trouble controlling the movement of his legs and his fingers.

Trying to speak to a passerby, he had difficulty forming words. “It came on very suddenly,” the

official recalled later, while describing the experience to a colleague. “In a matter of about

seven minutes, I went from feeling completely fine to thinking, Oh, something’s not right, to

being very, very worried and actually thinking I was going to die.”

From [7]:

David A. Relman of Stanford University led the National Academy of Sciences study: 'It is a high

energy, very short pulsed, delivery of this microwave energy. This is used for example by

militaries for RADAR ... (cut) ... '

Marc Polymeropoulos, former CIA officer, attacked in Russia in 2017: 'There is this this

conventional wisdom that this is a portable weapon, a microwave weapon, we knew the

Russians and the Sovjet Union certainly developed and tested for a long time, and it is designed

you know to incapacitate. The majority of US officials, including the intelligence community,

believe it's the Russians .. (cut) ...'
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4. Microwave weapons that could cause Havana Syndrome exist, experts say

The Guardian, 2 June 2021

5. US officials confirm 130 incidents of mysterious Havana syndrome brain injury

The Guardian, 13 May 2021

6. Are U.S. Officials Under Silent Attack?

The New Yorker, 31 May 2021

7. US investigates energy attacks targeting brains of American citizens

Fox News, 3 May 2021

34. Senate Intel leaders say mysterious directed energy attacks appear to be increasing -
April 2021

From [1]:

'The leaders of the Senate Intelligence Committee warned Friday that mysterious invisible

attacks that have caused debilitating symptoms appear to be on the rise against US personnel.'
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35. US investigating possible mysterious directed energy attack near White House - April
2021

From [1]:

'Federal agencies are investigating at least two possible incidents on US soil, including one near

the White House in November of last year, that appear similar to mysterious, invisible attacks

that have led to debilitating symptoms for dozens of US personnel abroad.'
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36. U.S. probing suspected directed-energy attack on government personnel in Miami -
April 2021

From [1]:

'In Miami, several people reported symptoms similar to those exhibited by American spies and

diplomats in Cuba starting in 2016 that became known as "Havana syndrome," three people

said. It was unclear which agency the people in the Miami incident belonged to.'
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'The attacks, which have caused varying symptoms including brain damage, are difficult to track

and attribute with confidence due to their nature. The devices involved can be small and

portable, and the symptoms can appear similar to other illnesses.'

Peter Mooring note: I often stated that there also must be portable devices, and that symptoms

can appear similar to other illnesses.
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37. U.S. troops increasingly vulnerable to directed-energy attacks, Pentagon tells
lawmakers - April 2021

From [1]:

'The Pentagon warned lawmakers this week about the growing and urgent threat of directed-

energy attacks on U.S. troops in the Middle East and elsewhere, according to four people

briefed on the matter.'
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38. The Pentagon Fears That Deadly Microwave Weapons Are Undetectable - March 2021

From [1]:

'Now the U.S. military wants a sensor that will alert soldiers when they are being attacked by

microwave weapons. Because soldiers may not even realize they are under attack by a beam

that is invisible to the eye, but painfully apparent to the brain.'
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39. Articles and videos - March, April 2021
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2. Canadian officials not disclosing ‘at least 3’ new Havana syndrome cases: letter

GlobalNews, 27 April 2021

40. Articles and videos - January, February 2021

From [2]:

'... And so effectively there is no way to protect either soldiers or diplomats from this type of

weapons unless they are completely encased in metal?'. Professor Dr. Edl Schamiloglu of the

University of New Mexico: 'Right'.
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Note(s): This patent was mentioned in the video 'The Havana Syndrome: Return of the Cold

War?'

2. The Havana Syndrome: Return of the Cold War? (video)

Global Santa Fe, 21 January 2021

41. An Assessment of Illness in U.S. Government Employees and Their Families at Overseas
Embassies - 2020

From [1]:

'Military personnel (in Eurasian communist countries) exposed to non-thermal microwave

radiation were said to have experienced headache, fatigue, dizziness, irritability, sleeplessness,

depression, anxiety, forgetfulness, and lack of concentration, as well as internal sound

perception for frequencies between 2.05-2.50 GHz (Adams and Williams, 1976).'

'The areas near the ear were most sensitive to these RF exposures; modulating the RF energy

could produce a variety of effects including the perception of "buffeting of the head" or

pressure on the face/head without dizziness or nausea, a "pins and needles sensation," and a

sound described as a "buzz, clicking, hiss, or knocking" within the head for RF frequencies

between 0.4-3 GHz, depending on pulse width, pulse-repetition frequency (PRF), and peak

power density (Frey, 1962).'

'The committee finds that many of the acute, sudden-onset, early phase signs, symptoms and

observations reported by DOS employees are consistent with RF effects. In addition, many of

the chronic, nonspecific symptoms are also consistent with known RF effects, such as dizziness,

headache, fatigue, nausea, anxiety, cognitive deficits, and memory loss. It is not necessary for

RF energy sources to produce gross structural damage to cause symptoms. Rather, as with the

https://globalnews.ca/news/7809823/havana-syndrome-canadian-recent-cases
https://patentimages.storage.googleapis.com/c9/ab/51/1e8065605e339d/US7841989.pdf
https://youtu.be/t3y9obur-H0


Frey effect or potential thermoelastic pressure waves, RF sources may trigger symptoms by

transiently inducing alterations in brain functioning.'

'Recommendation 3-A. If research or assessments support the possibility of radio frequency

(RF) energy as a cause of illness experienced by some of its employees, the Department of

State should train and equip employees with the capability to measure and characterize their

exposure to RF energy in real time should the need arise in the future.'

Peter Mooring note: 'pins and needles sensation'. I wrote this in 2010: 'It started (in 2006) with an

electrical shower, that is the way it felt.'
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42. CIA agents suspect they were attacked with microwave weapon in Australia - 2019

From [3]:

'While in their hotel rooms in Australia, both of the Americans felt it: the strange sound, the

pressure in their heads, the ringing in their ears. According to these sources, they became

nauseous and dizzy. They then traveled on to Taiwan to meet with intelligence officials there.

They felt it again while in their hotel rooms on the island.'

Peter Mooring note: 'While in their hotel rooms'. This means that the attacks go through wall

and/or through glass and/or through wood (door). It would be incredibly stupid to build such a

weapon into the television in their room. This could easily be disassembled.
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43. Is an invisible weapon targeting U.S. diplomats? - 2019

Good summary video including not only CBS News lead producers Michael Rey, and Oriana Zill

de Granados, but also many diplomats they interviewed.
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1. Is an invisible weapon targeting U.S. diplomats? (video)

CBC News, 17 March 2019

2. Is an invisible weapon targeting U.S. diplomats?

CBC News, 17 March 2019

44. Canadian Cuba diplomats sue Ottawa for $28M over health ailments during Cuba
postings - 2019
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2. Diplomats sue Ottawa for $28M over health ailments during Cuba postings

CBC News, 6 Februari 2019

3. Canadian Lawsuit Complaint T-238-19 John Doe, Et Al v Hmq or here (from stopeg.com)

6 Februari 2019

45. Diplomat leaves post in China after reporting Havana Syndrome symptoms - 2018

1. "60 Minutes" speaks with survivor of mysterious health attack in China

NBC News, 18 March 2019

2. Mother of U.S. diplomat hurt in 'health attack' speaks out

NBC News, 20 November 2018

3. Evacuated after 'health attacks' in Cuba and China, diplomats face new ordeals in U.S.

NBC News, 29 October 2018

46. Former CIA agent Marc Polymeropoulos victim of microwave weapon in Moscow - 2017

From [6]:

'"I was awoken in the middle of the night," recalled Polymeropoulos, 51. "I just had incredible

vertigo, dizziness. I wanted to throw up. The room was spinning. I couldn't even stand up

without falling down. I had tinnitus ringing in my ears." He suspected a bad case of food

poisoning and carried on with his 10-day trip. The visit included meetings with senior Russian

intelligence officials, a common practice despite the long history of tense relations between

the two countries and their spy agencies. But a second bout hit a few days later.

Polymeropoulos canceled his remaining meetings and felt fortunate to make it back onto a

plane to the U.S.'
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3. Experts: Former CIA agent victim of microwave weapon in Moscow

CNN, 25 February 2021

4. How radio frequency waves ended a CIA officer’s career

PBS NewsHour, 12 December 2020

5. Maddow Talks To Ex-Senior CIA Official About His Ordeal After Directed Energy Weapons

Attack

MSNBC, 12 December 2020

6. A CIA Officer Visits Moscow, Returns With Mysterious, Crippling Headaches

npr, 27 October 2020

47. Canadian Cuba embassy staff attacks - 2017, 2018

Five Canadian diplomats and members of their families who fell victim to mysterious health

complaints while posted to Cuba are suing the Canadian government for $28 million in

damages.

From [1]:

'"They downplayed everything," said Diplomat Allen, who said he and his family are still

suffering from a range of strange symptoms: his wife and son have developed vision problems;

and he suffers from unexplained nausea and dizziness that months of physiotherapy haven’t

fixed. One of his sons began blacking out for no identifiable reason while in Cuba, he said, and

suffered another fainting episode in 2019 that saw him taken to hospital.'

From [3]:

(1 June 2017) '"That sound lasted 20 to 30 minutes, and I couldn’t find where it was coming

from – then it faded, grew slower in pace and lower in frequency, and then I felt like I was going

to throw up – I had the most overwhelming nausea," the middle-aged Canadian official said in

an interview this week. He got through it, dozed off briefly and then was awoken again when

his wife entered the bedroom carrying their oldest child, who was covered in blood. At around

the same time his father had been experiencing what he called the loud noises, the child had

suffered a "massive" nose bleed – "there was blood everywhere in his room."'

Peter Mooring note: important: 'at around the same time'. In other words, the attacks are

synchronized.
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48. USA Cuba embassy staff attacks (2016-2018)

From [2]

'Many of the officers suffered from dizziness, fatigue, headaches, and loss of hearing, memory

and balance, and some were forced into permanent retirement.'

From [3]:

'Reported facts appear consistent with pulsed RF/MW as the source of injury in affected

diplomats. Nondiplomats citing symptoms from RF/MW, often with an inciting pulsed-RF/MW

exposure, report compatible health conditions. Under the RF/MW hypothesis, lessons learned

for diplomats and for RF/MW-affected civilians may each aid the other.'

From [6]:

'The Navy sought to paralyze. The Frey effect was to induce sounds powerful enough to cause

painful discomfort and, if needed, leave targets unable to move. The weapon, the Navy noted,

would have a "low probability of fatalities or permanent injuries."'

'James C. Lin of the University of Illinois, a leading investigator of the Frey effect, described the

diplomatic ills as plausibly arising from microwave beams.'
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49. USA Consulate Guangzhou, China, staff attacks - 2016, 2017
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From [2]:

'The situation in Guangzhou is eerily reminiscent of an episode in Havana, where, starting in the

fall of 2016, at least 24 staffers at the U.S. Embassy incurred brain injuries after exposure to an

equally mysterious source.'
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50. Russia's zombie ray gun program - 2012

From [4]:

Sources in Moscow say Mr Putin has described the guns, which use electromagnetic radiation

like that found in microwave ovens, as ‘entirely new instruments for achieving political and

strategic goals’.

Mr Putin added: ‘Such high-tech weapons systems will be comparable in effect to nuclear

weapons, but will be more acceptable in terms of political and military ideology.’

Plans to introduce the super- weapons were announced quietly last week by Russian defence

minister Anatoly Serdyukov, fulfilling a little-noticed election campaign pledge by president-

elect Putin.

Mr Serdyukov said: ‘The development of weaponry based on new physics principles – direct-

energy weapons, geophysical weapons, wave-energy weapons, genetic weapons, psychotronic

weapons, and so on – is part of the state arms procurement programme for 2011-2020.’

Specific proposals on developing the weapons are due to be drawn up before December by a

new Defence Advanced Research Projects Agency.

Research into electromagnetic weapons has been secretly carried out in the US and Russia since

the Fifties. But now it appears Mr Putin has stolen a march on the Americans. Precise details of

the Russian gun have not been revealed. However, previous research has shown that low-

frequency waves or beams can affect brain cells, alter psychological states and make it possible

to transmit suggestions and commands directly into someone’s thought processes.

High doses of microwaves can damage the functioning of internal organs, control behaviour or

even drive victims to suicide. Anatoly Tsyganok, head of the Military Forecasting Centre in

Moscow, said: ‘This is a highly serious weapon.

‘When it was used for dispersing a crowd and it was focused on a man, his body temperature

went up immediately as if he was thrown into a hot frying pan. Still, we know very little about

this weapon and even special forces guys can hardly cope with it.’

https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/global-opinions/a-diplomats-mysterious-illness-could-put-us-chinese-relations-on-a-rocky-path/2018/06/06/47e885a0-6997-11e8-bf8c-f9ed2e672adf_story.html


The long-term effects are not known, but two years ago a former major in the Russian foreign

intelligence agency, the GRU, died in Scotland after making claims about such a weapons

programme to MI6. Sergei Serykh, 43, claimed he was a victim of weapons which he said were

‘many times more powerful than in the Matrix films’. Mr Serykh died after falling from a

Glasgow tower block with his wife and stepson in March 2010. While his death was assumed to

be suicide, his family fear there was foul play. Last night the Ministry of Defence declined to

comment

1. The USSR spent $1B on mind-control programs

New York Post, 28 December 2013

2. Reality check on Russia's 'zombie ray gun' program

NBC News, 7 April 2012

3. Are We Ready for the Russian Zombie Gun?

Forbes, 4 April 2012

4. Putin targets foes with 'zombie' gun which attack victims' central nervous system

MailOnline, 1 April 2012

5. Following article is from 2007:

Russians have psychotronic weapon to zombie people

Pravda, 14 August 2007

51. Unclassified - Bioeffects of Selected Nonlethal Weapons - 2006

Through a FOIA request, Donald Friedman received in 2006 the document 'Bioeffects Of

Selected Non-Lethal Weapons' from the Department of the Army. This document describes in

detail the effects on the human body when applying laser light, radio frequency directed

energy, and bio sound effects:

microwaves:

microwave heating

microwave hearing

disruption of neural control including a sudden loss of consciousness and intense muscle

spasms

acoustic energy:

severe pressure sensations

involuntary motion of the eyes

nausea and seeing his surroundings turning around him

lasers:

dazzling or induced glare

flashblinding or loss of night adaptation

permanent or semipermanent blinding
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52. Mike Beck, a former NSA counterintelligence officer suspected he was exposed to
microwave attacks - 1999

From [2]:

'Mike Beck, a former National Security Agency counterintelligence officer, who suspected that

he was exposed to microwave attacks, while on an overseas assignment with a partner in 1996.

Both men later developed Parkinson 's disease.'

From [3]:

'The National Security Agency confirms that there is intelligence information from 2012

associating the hostile country to which Mr. Beck traveled in the late 1990s with a high-powered

microwave system weapon that may have the ability to weaken, intimidate, or kill an enemy

over time and without leaving evidence. The 2012 intelligence information indicated that this

weapon is designed to bathe a target’s living quarters in microWaves, causing numerous

physical effects, including a damaged nervous system. The National Security Agency has no

evidence that such a weapon, if it existed and if it was associated with the hostile country in the

late 1990s, was or was not used against Mr. Beck.'

Peter Mooring note: 'intelligence information ... associating the hostile country ... in the late 1990s

with a high-powered microwave system weapon'. This more or less means that these weapons

were used already in the 1990's.

Peter Mooring note: 'bathe a target's living quarters in microwaves, causing numerous physical

effects'. This means not only that these weapons go through, glass, walls, wood, but that they are

powerful enough to cause serious damage to a human.
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53. Wonder Weapons - 1997

In 1997, U.S News and World Report published an article 'Wonder Weapons' that reveals that

the U.S. had research projects:

to incapacitate people without inflicting lethal injuries

to affect human behavior

to blind enemy soldiers. to stun them, nauseate them, or even “liquefy their bowels and

reduce them to quivering diarrheic messes,”
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to incapacitate the central nervous system remotely

to make internal organs resonate (The effects can run from discomfort to damage or death)

to induce epilepticlike seizures

to heat the body to bring on discomfort, fevers, or even death

to alter sleep patterns

and more

using lasers, acoustics and microwaves.

From the article:

Weapons already exist that use lasers, which can temporarily or permanently blind enemy

soldiers. So-called acoustic or sonic weapons, like the ones in the aforementioned lab, can

vibrate the insides of humans to stun them, nauseate them, or even “liquefy their bowels and

reduce them to quivering diarrheic messes,” according to a Pentagon briefing. Prototypes of

such weapons were recently considered for tryout when U.S. troops intervened in Somalia.

Other, stranger effects also have been explored, such as using electromagnetic waves to put

human targets to sleep or to heat them up, on the microwave-oven principle. Scientists are also

trying to make a sonic cannon that throws a shock wave with enough force to knock down a

man. While this and similar weapons may seem far-fetched, scientists say they are natural

successors to projects already underway–beams that disable the electronic systems of aircraft,

computers, or missiles, for instance. “Once you are into these antimateriel weapons, it is a short

jump to antipersonnel weapons,” says Louis Slesin, editor of the trade journal Microwave News.

That’s because the human body is essentially an electrochemical system, and devices that

disrupt the electrical impulses of the nervous system can affect behavior and body functions.

But these programs–particularly those involving antipersonnel research–are so well guarded

that details are scarce. “People [in the military] go silent on this issue,” says Slesin, “more than

any other issue. People just do not want to talk about this.”

...

The military is looking for something less benign–an acoustic weapon with frequencies tunable

all the way up to lethal. Indeed, Huntington Beach-based Scientific Applications & Research

Associates Inc. (SARA) has built a device that will make internal organs resonate: The effects

can run from discomfort to damage or death. If used to protect an area, its beams would make

intruders increasingly uncomfortable the closer they get. “We have built several prototypes,”

says Parviz Parhami, SARA’s CEO.

...

In the mid-1940s, the U.S. Navy created a program called Project Squid to study the German

vortex technology. The results are unknown. But Guy Obolensky, an American inventor, says he

replicated the Nazi device in his laboratory in 1949. Against hard objects the effect was

astounding, he says: It could snap a board like a twig. Against soft targets like people, it had a

different effect. “I felt like I had been hit by a thick rubber blanket,” says Obolensky, who once

stood in its path. The idea seemed to founder for years until recently, when the military was

intrigued by its nonlethal possibilities. The Army and Navy now have vortex projects underway.

The SARA lab has tested its prototype device at Camp Pendleton, one source says.



...

The Soviets were known to have potent blinding lasers. They were also feared to have

developed acoustic and radio-wave weapons. The 1987 issue of Soviet Military Power, a cold

war Pentagon publication, warned that the Soviets might be close to “a prototype short-range

tactical RF [radio frequency] weapon.” The Washington Post reported that year that the Soviets

had used such weapons to kill goats at 1 kilometer’s range. The Pentagon, it turns out, has been

pursuing similar devices since the 1960s.

...

“We were looking at electrical activity in the brain and how to influence it,” he says. Byrd, a

specialist in medical engineering and bioeffects, funded small research projects, including a

paper on vortex weapons by Obolensky. He conducted experiments on animals–and even on

himself–to see if brain waves would move into sync with waves impinging on them from the

outside.

...

“The work was really outstanding,” he grumbles. “We would have had a weapon in one year.”

Byrd says he was told his work would be unclassified, “unless it works.” Because it worked, he

suspects that the program “went black.” Other scientists tell similar tales of research on

electromagnetic radiation turning top secret once successful results were achieved. There are

clues that such work is continuing. In 1995, the annual meeting of four-star U.S. Air Force

generals–called CORONA–reviewed more than 1,000 potential projects. One was called “Put

the Enemy to Sleep/Keep the Enemy From Sleeping.” It called for exploring “acoustics,”

“microwaves,” and “brain-wave manipulation” to alter sleep patterns. It was one of only three

projects approved for initial investigation.
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54. Greenham Common women peace activists claim being attacked with microwaves - 1986

From [1], article is not available online:

Doctors are compiling a report on the condition of a number of Greenham Common peace

women who have had symptoms which are consistent with the known neurophysiological

effects of electromagnetic waves, or low level radiation.
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These symptoms range from headache and dizziness to difficulties of concentration or memory.

Fears of electronic "zapping" have led peace women at the camp to keep a record of ill-effects

reported by their groups over the past year.

Claims that this has revealed a pattern of illness will be presented by the peacewomen at a

media briefing in London today. They will report that at least 40 women present at different

points around the nine-mile perimeter of the American cruise missile base have experienced

similar symptoms, at the same times.

Dr. Stephen farrow, chairman of the Medical Campaign Against Nuclear weapons said yesterday:

'We are now compiling evidence about the claims made by the women. There is obviously a

great deal of interest in what they say; it seem feasible, although a lot of it is anecdotal, and

we'le very thin on evidence.'

Dr. farrow, who is senior lecturer in epidemiology at the University College of Wales Medical

College said that academic research into similar claims was being conducted in Canada.

The symptoms could be related to the powerful and secret electronic microwave satellite

communications apparatus used at the missile base. If this is so, it would indicate unhealthy

emissions are being radiated into the Berkshire countryside.

On the other hand the American military have an intruder detection system called BISS, Base

Installation Security system which operates on a sufficiently high frequency to bounce radar

waves off a human body moving in the vicinity of a perimeter fence.

A similar British system has been developed and has been acquired by the Ministry of Defence

since April, 1984. Security at Greenham is a British responsibility but it is not known whether

equipment of this type has been installed.

Some Greenham women believe that the symptoms are the result of an attempt to drive them

away from their protest siege of the missile base.

Other peace women claim they are being assaulted by what the military calls electronic

warfare, as part of a 'field trial.'

The Greenham women claim that meter tests outside camp, taken at times when women have

experienced the symptoms, have shown a marked increase in background microwave signal

levels. they also say the symptoms are more pronounced when cruise missile convoys leave the

camp.

The Ministry of Defence denies that any form of electronic signals are being use on the women.

References:

1. Peace women fear electronic zapping at base

The Guardian, 10 March 1986

http://development.havanasyndrome.nl/mindjustice.org/victims.htm


55. USA Moscow embassy staff microwaving - 1976

References:

1. SOVIET DIMS BEAM AT U.S. EMBASSY

New York Times, 8 July 1976

2. Soviet Halts Microwaves Aimed at U.S. Embassy

New York Times, 30 May 1979

3. Russia targets American diplomats with new directed energy weapon

Robert Lansing Institute, 18 May 2021

56. Laws prohibiting attacks with electromagnetic waves

From [1]:

'"Laws against electronic harassment — Electronic harassment is a term referring to the use of

electronic devices to harass, torture, and/or physically harm a person, not to be confused with

cyberstalking. Laws against electronic harassment:

(1) Michigan — Public act 257 of 2003 makes it a felony for a person to "manufacture, deliver,

possess, transport, place, use, or release" a "harmful electronic or electromagnetic device" for

"an unlawful purpose"; also made into a felony is the act of causing "an individual to falsely

believe that the individual has been exposed to a…harmful electronic or electromagnetic

device."

(2) Maine — Public law 264, H.P. 868 — L.D. 1271 criminalizes the knowing, intentional, and/or

reckless use of an electronic weapon on another person, defining an electronic weapon as a

portable device or weapon emitting an electrical current, impulse, beam, or wave with disabling

effects on a human being.

(3) Massachusetts — Chapter 170 of the Acts of 2004, Section 140 of the General Laws, section

131J states: "No person shall possess a portable device or weapon from which an electrical

current, impulse, wave or beam may be directed, which current, impulse, wave or beam is

designed to incapacitate temporarily, injure or kill, except … Whoever violates this section shall

be punished by a fine of not less than $500 nor more than $1,000 or by imprisonment in the

house of correction for not less than 6 months nor more than 2 1/2 years, or by both such fine

and imprisonment." (Wikepedia)"'

1. States that have electronic harassment penal codes

Reddit, 2016

2. Richmond Resolution On Space-Based Weaponry Prompts Flood Of Calls To Police From

'Targeted Individuals'

CBS SF Bay Area, 1 June 2015

57. Medical

https://www.nytimes.com/1976/07/08/archives/soviet-dims-beam-at-us-embassy-but-kissinger-aide-wants-the.html
https://www.nytimes.com/1979/05/30/archives/soviet-halts-microwaves-aimed-at-us-embassy.html
https://lansinginstitute.org/2021/05/18/russia-targets-american-diplomats-with-new-directed-energy-weapon/
https://www.reddit.com/r/Gangstalking/comments/3a9m12/states_that_have_electronic_harassment_penal_codes/
https://sanfrancisco.cbslocal.com/2015/06/01/richmond-resolution-on-space-based-weaponry-prompts-flood-of-to-police-from-targeted-individuals/


Documents:

Acute Findings in an Acquired Neurosensory Dysfunction

Michael E. Hoffer, MD; Bonnie E. Levin, PhD; Hillary Snapp, AuD, PhD; James Buskirk, PT, SCS;

Carey Balaban, PhD, 2018

58. Related documents, books and websites

Documents:

Active Denial System FAQs

Joint Intermediate Force Capabilities Office

BIOETHICS COMMISSION Letter Stating They Will Not Investigate Claims by Targeted

Individuals

27 July 2011

BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION (RADIOWAVES AND MICROWAVES

- EURASIAN COMMUNIST COUNTRIES

DEFENSE INTELLIGENCE AGENCY, March 1976

The European Parliament adopted a resolution on January 28, 1999[38], 28.1.99

Environment, security and foreign affairs A4-0005/99:

23. Calls on the European Union to seek to have the new 'non-lethal' weapons technology

and the development of new arms strategies also covered and regulated by international

conventions ...

27. Calls for an international convention introducing a global ban on all developments and

deployments of weapons which might enable any form of manipulation of human beings

S.2778 - Directed Energy Weapon Systems Acquisition Act of 2016

Congress.gov, 12 April 2016

BY ORDER OF THECOMMANDER AIR FORCE RESEARCH LABORATORY (AFRL)

AIR FORCE RESEARCH LABORATORY INSTRUCTION 40-402

PROTECTION OF HUMAN SUBJECTS IN RESEARCH

21 APRIL 2016

Certified Current, 13 September 2018

Medical Command

weapons_docs_v20150616.pdf

STOPEG, 2015

CAHRA

Russian Book Translation Project Results

With related background information on Russian/U.S. mind control technology

Mind Justice, September 2001

Presentation submitted to the Senate Hearing on 'The State of Civil and Human Rights in the

United States'

Dr. Daniel Lebowitz, 9 December 2014

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6383299/pdf/LIO2-4-124.pdf
https://jnlwp.defense.gov/About/Frequently-Asked-Questions/Active-Denial-System-FAQs/
https://rudy2.wordpress.com/bioethics-commission-letter-stating-they-will-not-investigate-claims-by-targeted-individuals-dated-7272011/
https://www.dia.mil/FOIA/FOIA-Electronic-Reading-Room/FileId/161553/
https://www.congress.gov/bill/114th-congress/senate-bill/2778/text
https://static.e-publishing.af.mil/production/1/afrl/publication/afrli40-402/afrli40-402.pdf
http://www.stopeg.com/doc/weapons_docs_v20150616.pdf
https://www.stopeg.com/doc/mindjustice_2001.pdf
https://www.targetedjustice.com/dr-dan-lebowitz-md.html


One Year Ago — Havana Syndrome — CIA Report : “No Worldwide Campaign by Foreign

Adversary” [UPDATE — MIND CONTROL RELATED TECHNOLOGY U.S. PATENTS]

Intel Today, 20 January 2023

Havana Syndrome — CIA Report : “No Worldwide Campaign by Foreign Adversary” [UPDATE

— U.S. officials report injuries on White House grounds]

Intel Today, 22 February 2022

Havana Syndrome — What Are the Frequencies Used by US Intel for Microwave Spying?

[UPDATE : Snowden doc reveals joint NSA/GCHQ project and corroborates Intel

Today’s Analysis]

Intel Today, 11 December 2022

Havana Syndrome — The Haiku Master, the Cicadas and the CIA [UPDATE : DNI Statement on

the Intelligence Community Assessment (March 1, 2023)]

Intel Today, 2 March 2023

Electromagnetic harassment with torturous patterns (electromagnetic torture, cybernetic

torture or cybertorture): "the crime that people complain most about on the internet/social

media"

Relevance to neuroweapons as well as "Health Attacks" or "Health Incidents" of U.S. and

Canada diplomats

Document on the website of The Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human

Rights (OHCHR)

U.S. military sees more use of laser, microwave weapons

Reuters, 28 July 2015

... Major General Jerry Harris, vice commander of Air Combat Command, said the Air Force

had developed a high-power microwave weapon that could disperse crowds without killing

people by rapidly raising body temperature, and the system could be put to use immediately

on drones or other aircraft.

Books:

The Hidden Evil: The Financial Elite's Covert War Against The Civilian Population (on Amazon)

Mark Rich

New World War: Revolutionary Methods for Political Control (on Amazon)

Mark Rich

How to Tame a Demon: A short practical guide to organized intimidation stalking, electronic

torture, and mind control (on Amazon)

Robert Duncan

Websites:

www.stopeg.com

STOPEG (STOP Electronic weapons and Gangstalking) - Peter Mooring

www.newworldwar.org

New World War - Mark Rich

https://inteltoday.org/2023/01/20/one-year-ago-havana-syndrome-cia-report-no-worldwide-campaign-by-foreign-adversary-update-mind-control-related-technology-u-s-patents
https://inteltoday.org/2022/02/22/havana-syndrome-cia-report-no-worldwide-campaign-by-foreign-adversary-update-u-s-officials-report-injuries-on-white-house-grounds
https://inteltoday.org/2021/12/11/havana-syndrome-what-are-the-frequencies-used-by-us-intel-for-microwave-spying-update-snowden-doc-reveals-joint-nsa-gchq-project-and-corroborates-intel-todays-analysis
https://inteltoday.org/2023/03/02/havana-syndrome-the-haiku-master-the-cicadas-and-the-cia-update-dni-statement-on-the-intelligence-community-assessment-march-1-2023/#more-34553
https://www.ohchr.org/Documents/Issues/Torture/Call/Individuals/ElectromagneticTorture.pdf
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-military-arms-idUSKCN0Q22HH20150728
https://www.amazon.com/Hidden-Evil-Financial-Civilian-Population-ebook/dp/B00DY8804S/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=hidden+evil&qid=1623265074&s=books&sr=1-1
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B00CQBIDOG/ref=dbs_a_def_rwt_hsch_vapi_tkin_p1_i3
https://www.amazon.com/How-Tame-Demon-intimidation-electronic/dp/1492912662
http://www.stopeg.com/
http://www.newworldwar.org/


www.e-waffen.de

Initiative gegen elektromagnetische Folter - Harald Brems

www.covertharassmentconference.com

COVERT HARASSMENT CONFERENCE 2015

www.electronictorture.com

Electronic torture, Electromagnetic torture, Microwave torture, Electronic murder,

Electromagnetic murder, Microwave murder, Organized murder, Cooked alive, Electronic

mind control, Electronic mind reading, Brain zapping, People zapper

www.peoplecooker.com

PEOPLECOOKER.COM

59. Articles in Dutch

Below a selection of articles that appeared in the main stream media in The Netherlands.

Mysterieus Havanasyndroom niet veroorzaakt door vijandige krachten, zeggen Amerikaanse

autoriteiten

NRC, 2 maart 2023

Mysterieus Havana-syndroom onder Amerikanen ‘hoogstwaarschijnlijk’ niet veroorzaakt door

vijandelijke macht

Volkskrant, 2 maart 2023

Amerikaanse geheime diensten geven min of meer toe: ‘Havana-syndroom’ bestaat niet

Trouw, 1 maart 2023

Inlichtingendiensten VS: Havanasyndroom niet buitenlands of buitenaards

nu.nl, 1 maart 2023

Inlichtingendiensten VS: Mysterieus Havana-syndroom niet buitenlands of buitenaards

Algemeen Dagblad, 1 maart 2023

Mysterieus Havanasyndroom duikt weer op, nu bij diplomaten in Colombia

RTL Nieuws, 13 oktober 2021

Onderzoek naar mysterieus 'Havana-syndroom levert weinig op

Telegraaf, 9 augustus 2021

Onderzoek gestart na symptomen van ‘Havana-syndroom’ bij Amerikaanse diplomaten in

Wenen

Volkskrant, 19 juli 2021

Oostenrijk en VS onderzoeken mysterieuze klachten Amerikaanse diplomaten in Wenen

AD, 19 juli 2021

Onderzoek naar Havana-syndroom diplomaten in Wenen

NOS, 18 juli 2021

Onderzoek naar Havana-syndroom diplomaten in Wenen

NOS, 18 juli 2021

Cubaanse pulsen of hysterie van de VS

NRC, 18 december 2020

'Radiosignalen maakten Amerikaanse diplomaten ziek'

Trouw, 6 december 2020

http://www.e-waffen.de/
https://www.covertharassmentconference.com/
https://www.electronictorture.com/
https://peoplecooker.com/
https://www.nrc.nl/nieuws/2023/03/02/mysterieus-havanasyndroom-niet-veroorzaakt-door-vijandige-krachten-zeggen-amerikaanse-autoriteiten-a4158439
https://www.volkskrant.nl/nieuws-achtergrond/mysterieus-havana-syndroom-onder-amerikanen-hoogstwaarschijnlijk-niet-veroorzaakt-door-vijandelijke-macht~bdb89834/
https://www.trouw.nl/buitenland/amerikaanse-geheime-diensten-geven-min-of-meer-toe-havana-syndroom-bestaat-niet~b0b8af09
https://www.nu.nl/buitenland/6253503/inlichtingendiensten-vs-havanasyndroom-niet-buitenlands-of-buitenaards.html
https://www.ad.nl/buitenland/inlichtingendiensten-vs-mysterieus-havana-syndroom-niet-buitenlands-of-buitenaards~a971e5af/
https://www.rtlnieuws.nl/nieuws/buitenland/artikel/5260149/havana-syndroom-duizelig-oorsuizen-hoofdpijn-geluid-microgolf
https://www.telegraaf.nl/nieuws/1986682691/onderzoek-naar-mysterieus-havana-syndroom-levert-weinig-op
https://www.volkskrant.nl/nieuws-achtergrond/onderzoek-gestart-na-symptomen-van-havana-syndroom-bij-amerikaanse-diplomaten-in-wenen~b4b06a65/
https://www.ad.nl/buitenland/oostenrijk-en-vs-onderzoeken-mysterieuze-klachten-amerikaanse-diplomaten-in-wenen~a8331153
https://nos.nl/artikel/2389809-onderzoek-naar-havana-syndroom-diplomaten-in-wenen
https://nos.nl/artikel/2389809-onderzoek-naar-havana-syndroom-diplomaten-in-wenen
https://www.nrc.nl/nieuws/2020/12/18/cubaanse-pulsen-of-hysterie-van-de-vs-a4024431
https://www.trouw.nl/buitenland/radiosignalen-maakten-amerikaanse-diplomaten-ziek~b4f9a1f9


Microgolven waarschijnlijke oorzaak mysterieuze ziekte Amerikaanse diplomaten op Cuba

RTL Nieuws, 6 december 2020
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Please use the infomation below to contact me.

Peter Mooring / STOPEG Foundation

E: peterpm@xs4all.nl / info@stopeg.com

M: +31 6 4124 3030
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4631 GW Hoogerheide

The Netherlands
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